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Hello and Welcome,
This year we celebrate our thirtieth birthday. For thirty years now,
I have had the great honor and pleasure to hear from thousands who
have utilized our patented InnerTalk technology to change their lives for
the better. I have heard from lots of people, including elite athletes and
business people, educators and health care providers, truck drivers and
PRCA cowboys, homemakers and even young folks who have passed tests
and improved grades. All of these letters and notes express something I
am absolutely convinced of—that within every human being there is a
vast untapped potential that everyone deserves manifesting!
Those of you who have followed my work know that I believe the
ultimate purpose for all of us is service. I must admit that your letters
define the feedback by which I judge my own efforts at helping you to
help yourself. I am often in awe of the human spirit and its various
accomplishments—the big and the small. I can literally feel some letters.
Many of you I have met personally and seen your eyes light up with that
special sense of pride and accomplishment when you share your story
with me. I am so grateful to all of you for this! It is my warm fuzzy
feeling that tucks me into bed most nights, and I can never express in
words to you just how important your feedback has been to me during
these past thirty years.
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Thirty years ago there were many things that I might have done with my
time and money. It was a transition period in my life and the businesses
under consideration included the fast food industry. Selfishly, I might
have purchased that jaw dropping beauty—the 1984 Eldorado Biarritz
convertible. (Something I actually got around to doing just a few months
ago in honor of our 30th Birthday.)

About InnerTalk

However, my partner, Roy Bey, and I decided that what we most wanted
to do was give back by helping others. That was the birth of this business
and continues to drive our philosophy to this day. When you visit our
website, www.innertalk.com, you will find that we offer quite a bit of
content and even some InnerTalk programs absolutely free. We want you
to be successful and we wish you the very best life can bring in your every
endeavor. May your wishes come true!
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Always remember, believing in yourself matters!

—Eldon
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Introduction to InnerTalk®

When you are new to

Choose a title
First, choose a title that is very significant to you. Comparing the sample
affirmations can be very helpful. Which set of affirmations most fit the
goal you are trying to achieve? (For additional information and sample
affirmations, please go to our website, www.innertalk.com.)

our technology, it is
reassuring to see the

Choose a technology (where appropriate)
InnerTalk can simply be played in the background 24 hours a day
if you wish, whereas OZO, Echo-Tech, Power Imaging and Platinum Plus
all require headphones and focused attention.
OZO is very forceful and is perfect for the highly competitive personality such as athletes or high performance business people, whereas
Echo-Tech is very gentle and soothing and is enjoyed by everyone. (See
page 34). Both OZO and Echo-Tech also incorporate tones and frequencies to maximize the effect of the affirmations.
Power Imaging utilizes a guided imagery scenario and assumes
there is a reason you have not achieved your goal. Power Imaging helps
you discover this reason and helps you to move beyond it. (See page 33).
Platinum Plus incorporates the leading edge of sound technologies,
sound patterns, tones, frequencies etc! Platinum Plus mechanically leads
the brain into special altered states of consciousness. (See page 36).
All of our programs utilize the patented and proven Whole Brain
InnerTalk technology. (See page 42-44).
InnerTalk DVDs can be viewed once or twice a day. They combine
visual and audio subliminal affirmations in addition to special tones and
frequencies designed to relax you and make you more open to the affirmations. (See page 33).
InnerTalk MP3s have been specially created to enable you to play them
on your i-pod or mp3 player. The programs have been compressed using
a special algorithm so as not to cause any deterioration of the InnerTalk
affirmations. (See page 35).

Our Special Collections
InnerTalk subliminal programs can be played 24-hours-a-day whereas
the headphone programs can only be played once or twice a day. The fastest
results are sometimes obtained by using a combination of headphone and

results so quickly!

InnerTalk programs. For this reason we offer a number of Power Sets,
which provide both a headphone program and an InnerTalk program.
(See page 35).
We have also put together some collections bringing together similar titles across several different technologies.(See page 37). Our four
program sets generally consist of InnerTalk, OZO, Power Imaging and
Echo-Tech. Here the idea is to play the InnerTalk program as much as
possible and then play a headphone program once or twice a day, choosing
whichever headphone program feels the most appropriate for the moment. The key is simply to decide how much time you wish to dedicate
to achieving your goal and which approach suits your life style the best.

Choose a Format
Most of the InnerTalk CDs come in a choice of music or nature. While
many people prefer the nature format for use at night, it can also be played
during the day while you watch television, play your own music or any
other time that music would be too intrusive.* Also remember, you do
not need to turn the volume up on our InnerTalk programs for them to
be effective. No concentrated effort is required. Simply play them in the
background as you go about your day or all night long while you sleep.
Most CDs can be purchased as two CD sets, incorporating both the music
and nature formats. These two CD sets are offered at a reduced price.
* As with any powerful modality, there can be both relative and absolute contraindications to the
use of our programs. For example, a relative contraindication may be the use of a peaceful sleep
program while driving. Absolute contraindications may exist for persons under the supervision
of a professional health care provider. If you have a serious health care issue, seek the advice of
your health care professional before using one of our programs.

1-800-964-3551
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Introduction

InnerTalk programs tap into our natural human ability to absorb information even when we’re not thinking about it. On the surface,
the programs may seem to sound like any other easy-listening music or nature programs you may have heard... but there is a powerful
difference. Carefully blended in the background are dynamic affirmations such as “I feel good,” “I am successful,” etc., that make longlasting, positive impressions. While the conscious mind enjoys the pleasant music or nature sounds, the subconscious mind recognizes
and receives the powerful, life-changing affirmations.
Results can often be noticed in as little as a few days to a few weeks. InnerTalk technology is so powerful it’s patented with the
U.S. Government, backed by independent studies at leading universities, and proven effective by the hundreds of thousands of satisfied
users around the world.
All programs come with a list of the recorded affirmations. We recommend you review this list once a week or so to monitor your progress.
The beauty of InnerTalk is that there is no set course; you may start with whichever program you wish. Most people come to us looking
for a solution to one specific problem. They choose a program, find it successful, and then start thinking about the other areas in which
they could use help. When you are new to our technology, it is reassuring to see/feel the results so quickly.
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science behind innertalk

The Science Behind InnerTalk
We are very proud of our patented technology, which has been studied in numerous scientific studies, including the most demanding type—a
“double-blind study.” Independent researchers at leading institutions such as Stanford have often carried out this research. Some research has
actually been done under the direction of a government agency such as the study done at the Institute of Mexicano Social Services. Across a
variety of domains, the research repeatedly and clearly shows the effectiveness of our patented InnerTalk technology.
Why does this matter? The answer is simple. There are lots of claims out there regarding almost everything. Our technology is patented under
International Patent Law and that simply means it is “remarkably different” than so-called look a-likes. Our technology is proven! The science
we cite is of our own product. There is a wealth of information and research out there regarding subliminal communication and we make that
all available to you free at our parent site, www.progressiveawareness.org. The bottom line is this: InnerTalk® is unique and proven to work!
Based on more than 25 years of research and development, InnerTalk is the only such technology to have been repeatedly and/or independently
researched and demonstrated effective by researchers around the world. (Although this technology was patented under the name Whole Brain,
it is now more commonly referred to as InnerTalk.) Here is a brief overview of a few of the studies that have demonstrated the effectiveness of
this technology:

Kim Roche of Phoenix University studied the effect of Whole Brain
with children diagnosed as having Attention Deficit Hyperactive
Disorder in a double-blind experiment. Her findings indicated a significant
positive effect.
Under the direction of Dr. J. S. H. Gonzalez and on behalf of the Institute of
Mexicano Social Services (Medicas), 25 patients were exposed to both video
and audio Freedom From Dental Anxiety programs for thirty minutes prior
to treatment and thirty minutes during treatment. The conclusion stated that
the InnerTalk program was 100% effective in reducing the patient’s anxiety to
the treatment and to the noise made by the high speed hand piece, and also in
reducing the pain suffered by comparison to previous experience. The report
goes on to recommend the use of InnerTalk by dental surgeons.
Jane Alexander, independent journalist and researcher in the United
Kingdom, ran her own study on the efficacy of InnerTalk. Independent testers
worked with Ultra Success Power, Neat and Tidy, Attracting the Right
Love Relationship, and Jealousy. All of the testers reported positive results.
She then investigated several alternative methods for weight loss. Not only
did she find significant weight loss using the InnerTalk CD for weight loss, but
she also found that this was by far the cheapest method per pound of weight
loss of the alternative treatments investigated.
Thomas Plante, faculty member of Stanford University and Director of
Mental Health Services for the Children’s Health Council, together with M.
DiGregorio, G. Manuel and B. T. Doan of Santa Clara University, evaluated
the effect of Whole Brain on test anxiety in a double blind experiment.
The statistical data significantly supported the hypothesis that Whole Brain
subliminal technology could be an effective tool in lowering test anxiety.
Diana Ashley at the University of Southern California studied the effect of
Whole Brain on academic achievement in a double-blind experiment. Her
conclusion found a significant increase in learning among students in the
experimental group.
A double-blind study at Weber State University studied the effects of the
Whole Brain program, Freedom From Stress. The psychological test results
showed a significant decrease in stress.
In a double-blind study carried out at Colorado State University, it was
found that using the Whole Brain program Freedom From Depression for
more than 17 hours, led to a significant decrease on the Beck Depression
scale. This study not only shows the effectiveness of the Whole Brain program,
but also indicated that the effectiveness of the programs were dosage related.
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Combining InnerTalk Weight Loss audio and video with Echo-Talk audio
and a special nutritional program developed and marketed by Oxyfresh
International, Dr. H. Sraon, a biochemical geneticist at the University of
California at Irvine, conducted a ninety day weight loss study. Sraon reported
that 90% of the subjects (10 men and 15 women) lost significant weight.
The results of a UK trial on the InnerTalk program titled Breast
Enlargement were published in What Medicine. “This trial involved 15
women and resulted in approximately 2cm of breast growth and a fuller cup
size within 30 days. Women also reported a ‘tingling sensation,’ similar to
that experienced in puberty.”
Under the direction of M. P. Shuman, Jr., Gen. Dir. Special Programs of
Instruction, a pilot study was conducted by Duval County Public School System
at the Pre-trial Detention Center in Jacksonville, FL. Twenty two incarcerated
juveniles participated in a study program using InnerTalk programs designed
to assist in preparation for GED examination. The GED final test results show
that 18 of the 22 troubled students passed the full GED examination.
Cosmetic Surgeon R. Youngblood and surgical staff tested the effect of the
Whole Brain “Pre And Post Operative” tape on 360 patients. They reported
a decrease in anesthetic requirements of 32% by volume as compared to a
historical control group.
A double-blind study conducted by Prof. Peter Kruse at Bremen University
in Germany, using a specially created Whole Brain program, strongly
demonstrated the influence of the program on decision-making. Kruse said,
“The Taylor Method” works!
In a double-blind study at the Utah State Prison, which was performed
by McCusker, Liston and Taylor, the Whole Brain technology was deemed
effective in altering self esteem among inmates. As a result, the Utah State
Prison installed and maintains a voluntary tape library for inmates.
The findings from a longitudinal study on the Whole Brain program for
Cancer showed that 43% of the patients who used the program went into
remission. For the other patients, who eventually passed away, the average life
span beyond the original prognosis was significantly extended.
Numerous clinical studies with single and multiple subjects have
also found effectiveness with InnerTalk in areas as diverse as anti-theft to
dyslexia. Additionally, InnerTalk has been credited by professional coaches
for significantly contributing to winning sports events ranging from football
championships to National and Olympic judo medals.

www.innertalk.com
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Prosperity Power—Be your Best!

success

Success is planned. To be successful, one must engage their very best skills and abilities. Many say they wish
to be successful, but they never act. The tools for success come from inner strengths more than any other thing.
Fortunes have been built from nothing more than personal best! Do it with integrity—your personal best!
Rid yourself of self-limiting beliefs with this amazing library. Do your best in every endeavor and success will
be yours. The perfect tool, not only for those involved in sales, marketing, entrepreneurship and leadership, but
for anyone who truly wishes to be the best they can be. Prosperity Power greatly enhances your ability to prosper
in all that you do. Athletes to millionaires have praised this Power Album. When you’re ready, it’s the next step.
You get 24 CDs with four different technologies to facilitate rapid learning and added lecture programs to
instill motivation and success thinking patterns. Learn how the best of the best do it, day in and day out. Feel
the energy as you are guided to become your very best at everything you do! Sense the power of ideas flowing
through you as your creative juices are turned on with confidence and a real “do it now” attitude.
Titles include
InnerTalk (in nature): Successful Networking, Powerful Selling and Closing, Confidence, Motivated Now, Unlimited Personal Power, Optimism
Plus, Visualize Successfully, Prosperity and Abundance, Millionaire Orbit, Money Manager, Time Manager, Goal Power, Have It All and Organized
and Efficient. Lectures: The Inner Game. Echo-Tech: Self-Esteem, Have It All and Stress Free. OZO: Soaring Self-Confidence, Motivated Now,
Success, Joy and Self-Peace. Power Imaging: Well Being and Esteem, Creativity, Relax Now and Power Learning and Memory.
A118CD Your Personal Best: Prosperity Power
(Twenty-four compact discs, Reg. $599.00)			
$399.00

“I ordered the Prosperity Power program, and in a short time, I found myself able to see a clearer path to the future
I will have. Prosperity Power is the most well rounded set, dealing with all issues from esteem to ultimate prosperity
and gently opens those doors that for most people remain forever locked. Also the staff at PAR are the most knowledgeable, kind, and patient people I’ve ever dealt with. Eldon Taylor, “God Bless You!”
—L.A., CA
Procrastination

Communication

“I decide. I act decisively. I succeed. I am confident. I am motivated.
I do it now. I like myself. I make decisions,” etc.
CD182
Ending Procrastination (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13182 Ending Procrastination (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CDOZO113 End Procrastination
(OZO)
$27.95
CD24411 End Procrastination
(PS, IT + OZO)
$49.00

“I speak well. Communication is fun. Speaking is effortless. I am
an effective speaker. I am in control. I am at ease. My thoughts flow
freely,” etc.
CD136
Communicator
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13136 Communicator
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Enthusiastic and Motivated
“I am positive. I am enthusiastic. I am motivated. I do it now. I
decide. I feel great. I love life. I make things happen. I set goals,” etc.
CD320
Motivated & Enthusiastic (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13320 Motivated & Enthusiastic (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CDOZO109 Motivated Now
(OZO)
$27.95
CD24409 Motivated
(PS, IT + OZO)
$49.00

End Self-Destructive Patterns
“I deserve success. Life is good. I deserve the best. I believe in myself.
I trust myself. I am confident. My abilities are awesome. I make success happen,” etc.
CD111
Self Destructive Patterns (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13111 Self Destructive Patterns (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CDE9909 Self Destructive Patterns (ET)
$27.95
CD24414 Stop Self Sabotage
(PS, IT + ET)
$49.00

Confidence Power
“I feel good about myself. I am unafraid. I do it with confidence. I
am confident. I am positive. I act decisively. I can do it. I am capable,” etc.
CD183
Self Confidence
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13183 Self Confidence
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CDOZO103 Soaring Self-Confidence (OZO)
$27.95
CD24403 Strong Confidence
(PS, IT + OZO)
$49.00

“In response to my request for assistance in my business and
life, you said, ‘I suggest using Ending Self Destructive Patterns first. This may assist in uncovering any self-sabotaging
strategies that hold prosperity from you.’ Things are working!
My seminars are starting to get off the ground...thank you so
much for your program!”
—Name Withheld

1-800-964-3551 ~ www.innertalk.com
Cat Jan 2014_.indd 5
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success

Essential Pillars of Success
There are certain character traits that must be in place if you are to experience success, regardless of the goal.
You must believe in yourself, believe that you deserve, be motivated, be physically well, have a sense of optimism,
eliminate stress, refine and implement your strategies, have a clear vision and then allow the prosperity to flow to
you. For all of this, you need the Essential Pillars of Success.
Titles Include:
Power Imaging: Esteem. Echo-Tech: Have It All. OZO: Motivation. InnerTalk (in nature): Freedom From
Stress, Prosperity and Abundance, Be Well Stay Happy, Strategic Planning and Peak Performance, Manifesting
Your Vision, Optimism Plus.
A112CD
Pillars of Success
(9 programs on 8 CDs. A $251.55 value)
$149.95

“I have bought your Pillars of Success and I love it! It has really helped me to focus in on my
dreams and make them into a reality. I believe GOD brought these programs to my attention
and I use them everyday to further my success. Thank-you!”
—D.W., CA

Maximizing Income Potential
What does it take to stand out from the crowd? How can you make sure that you are the one who gets the next promotion,
who doesn’t get laid off, or gets hired from the huge pool of applicants? Or, if you are self-employed, how can you
make sure your business succeeds where many others are failing? For most people maximizing their income potential
is challenging when the economic environment is tough. However if you bring the right mind-set to the game, it can
not only be easy, it can be fun!
Titles Include:
Power Imaging: Creativity. Echo-Tech: Stress Free. OZO: Success. InnerTalk (in nature): Have It All, Communicator,
Finding Employment, Joy of Work, Ending Self-Destructive Patterns, and Leadership.
A116CD
Maximizing Income Potential (9 programs on 8 CDs. A $251.55 value)
$149.95

Success Collection

- For a Fast Success Boost!
For the elite few who are committed to Success! Manage information overload
and stress, increase productivity, enhance creativity, instill soaring confidence,
be motivated and prosperous. The ultimate in success and motivation
management conditioning. Titles include—InnerTalk (in nature): Ultra
Success Power. Echo Tech: Have It All. OZO: Soaring Self-Confidence and
Success.
A134CD Ultra Success Collection
		
(Four CDs, Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

Success Series on MP3 CD
Success is a state of mind! It requires commitment, mental discipline,
tenacity, ambition, motivation, salesmanship, creativity, problem solving
skills and so much more. As Joseph Addison said, “If you want success in
life make perseverance your bosom friend.” Titles include— InnerTalk
(in music): Ultra Enthusiasm, Millionaire Orbit, Ending Procrastination
and I am a Communicator.
MP301 Success Series
(4 IT programs on one MP3 CD) $48.00

Creativity Series on MP3 CD
Unleash the creative genius within you, today! Go that extra step beyond
creativity. Add the genius ingredient. Open up to inspiration and serendipity
and boost your powers of concentration with this series of programs.
Titles include—InnerTalk (in music): Infinitely Creative, Visualization,
Concentration and Using Both Halves of the Brain.
MP307 Creativity Series (4 IT programs on one MP3 CD) $48.00
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Powerful Sales Collection

- Selling Yourself!
Selling yourself is a required skill—no matter what your vocation.
Selling is natural and easy. Build the confidence and acquire the skills
to be the best salesperson—without ‘high-pressure’ and other tasteless
techniques. If you are seeking advancement, managing people, selling a
product already, or just entering sales and management, we guarantee
that you will benefit from this CD collection. Titles include—OZO:
Success and Motivated Now. InnerTalk (in nature): Selling and Closing
and Networking for Sales. The collection also includes a booklet setting
out the basics of Powerful Selling and Closing for everyone.
A135CD Powerful Sales Collection
		
(Four CDs and a booklet, Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

Public Speaking Collection
Approach every public speaking event with poise and confidence. Know
that you will express yourself clearly, present your points persuasively
and convey success. Learn to enjoy public speaking!
Titles include—InnerTalk (in nature): I am a Communicator and
Performance Anxiety. Echo Tech: Esteem. OZO: Confidence.
A137CD Public Speaking Collection
		
(Four CDs, Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

For information on the different formats available,
please see pages 3 and 33-36.

Buy 4 Get 1 Free. . .

(free item must be of equal or lesser value)
12/13/13 11:01 AM

Successful Career in Real Estate

“I am time wise. I am punctual. I am thorough. I am organized. I
am efficient. I am alert. I am attentive. I use time wisely. I am confident,” etc.
CD227
Time Management
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13227 Time Management
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I enjoy talking with people. I enjoy making telephone calls. I
love to share my presentation with others. I am consistent and
persistent,” etc.
CD166 Successful Career/Real Estate (IT, MU or NA) $27.95
CD13166 Successful Career/Real Estate (IT, MU and NA) $44.00

Power of Intention

Organized and Efficient

“I forge powerful creative thoughts. I form creative thoughts that affect matter. I shape outcomes. My thoughts affect matter,” etc.
CD319
Power of Intention
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13319 Power of Intention
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I am organized. I am thoughtful. I am deliberate. My mind is alert.
I perform well. I am efficient. I am fast. I am enthusiastic,” etc.
CD224
Organized and Efficient (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13224 Organized and Efficient (IT, MU and NA) $44.00

Burnout

Freedom From Performance Anxiety

success

Time Management

“I enjoy my profession. I am in control of myself. I enjoy challenges. I am “I like to perform. My audience loves and appreciates me. I look
successful. I am detached from pressure. I do what I can do,” etc.
terrific. I am very talented. I perform well. I am good with audiCD285
Ending Burnout
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95 ences,” etc.
Performance Anxiety
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13285 Ending Burnout
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00 CD288
CD13288 Performance Anxiety
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Goals

“I set goals. My goals are meaningful. I accomplish my goals. I apply my
best. I am confident. I am positive. I succeed. I am confident,” etc.
CD281
Goal Power
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13281 Goal Power
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“After listening to the Selling and Closing program for just
a few days, I noticed my sales were improving quite a bit. I
have no trouble asking for a sale now. The more I listen, the
better I feel about selling. And my closing is much easier!
I’m excited!”
— J.G., UT
Selling and Closing
“I set goals. I achieve my goals. I use time wisely. I present myself well. I
project success. I close sales. I am charismatic. I like people,” etc.
CD156
Powerful Salesperson (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13156 Powerful Salesperson (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Powerful Salesperson
“I am a winner. I am smart. I am confident. I am charismatic. I am prosperous. I am successful. I make things happen. I present myself well,” etc.
DVD119
Powerful Salesperson (DVD, Reg. $39.95)
$29.95

Breakthrough Thinking
“I am exceptionally creative. I often ask myself, “What if?” I explore
possibilities. I am reflective. I am naturally inquisitive. I question. I
listen,” etc.
CD312
Breakthrough Thinking (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13312 Breakthrough Thinking (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Prosperity and Abundance/Success
“I am prosperous. Abundance and prosperity flow to me now. I deserve prosperity. I use money in good ways. I naturally receive,” etc.
CD257
Prosperity
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13257 Prosperity
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CDOZO101 Success
(OZO)
$27.95

“I have had amazing success with the Prosperity program.
On the days that I listen to it on my way to work, my stock
portfolios go up in value. Sounds crazy, I know, but this happens predictably and consistently. At first, I dismissed this as
dumb luck, but after months and months this phenomenon
continues like clockwork virtually every time I listen to it.”
—A
Ultra Prosperity
“I choose to be a millionaire. I choose to make money. I will always succeed. I love money. I love success. I love what can be done with money,” etc.
CD287
Ultra Prosperity
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13287 Ultra Prosperity
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Money Management
“I am thrifty. I make wise decisions. Money is good. I save regularly. I
create abundance. I am forward-thinking. I am self responsible,” etc.
CD220
Money Management
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13220 Money Management
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

1-800-964-3551 ~ www.innertalk.com
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Sleep Reduction

success

“I sleep peacefully. Sleep is rest. I sleep to build energy. Body
rested, I awake. I awake refreshed. I awake alert. I sleep less. I
sleep as needed,” etc.
CD230
Sleep Reduction
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13230 Sleep Reduction
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Assertive
“I am positive. I am confident. Assertiveness is natural. I am
pleasantly assertive. I make my own choices. I have positive
relationships,” etc.
CD228
Assertive
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13228 Assertive
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Energy
“I am powerful. I am rested. My body is perfect. I feel the energy. Energy surges through me. Each breath - more energy. I
am abundantly energetic,” etc.
CD229
Energetic
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13229 Energetic
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Joy Of Work
“I enjoy employment. I look forward to every day. I take in my best.
I am proud of myself. I achieve my goals. I enjoy associations,” etc.
CD284
Joy of Work
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13284 Joy of Work
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Visualization
“I see mental images. I visualize pictures. I remember scenes. I construct visual pictures mentally. I image in detail. I image in color,” etc.
CD213
Visualization
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13213 Visualization
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Telephone Sales
“I enjoy talking with people. I enjoy making telephone calls. I enjoy taking phone calls. I am good at telephone sales. I work the numbers,” etc.
CD165
Telephone Sales
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13165 Telephone Sales
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Leadership
“I am a great leader. I am capable. I am confident. I lead wisely. I make
wise decisions. I deliberate carefully. I consider all alternatives,” etc.
CD207
Leadership
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13207 Leadership
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I have been using InnerTalk for about 5 years now. My
only regret is not using them more regularly. My first
CDs were Manifesting Your Vision and Building
Your Personal Icon. I was a furniture salesman, now
I own my own business with 10 employees”
— M.G., UK

Networking For Sales
“I listen intently. I practice my presentation. Selling is great. I enjoy people. I ask questions. I get referrals. I generate leads. I follow
through,” etc.
CD184
Networking For Sales
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13184 Networking For Sales
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Unlimited Personal Power
“I am a miracle. I was created perfectly. I am powerful. I can do
anything. I trust myself. I tap into my higher power. Within me is the
answer,” etc.
CD208
Personal Power
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13208 Personal Power
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Experimental psychologist Dr. Julian Isaccs, under the direction of Ron Gordon (founder of Atari), investigated the
effects of the Innertalk programs; No More Procrastination,
Time Management, Confidence Power, Freedom From Stress,
Positive Relationships, I am Assertive, and High Self Esteem.
After three studies, it was concluded that the programs
produce “significant positive results that were verifiable.”
8
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Building Your Personal Icon:

Find Your Path In Life
“I have special talents. I am aware of my abilities. What I like to do I do
very well. I choose the aspects of those I admire and emulate them,” etc.
CD134
Your Personal Icon
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13134 Your Personal Icon
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CD2005
Your Personal Icon
(PP)
$39.95

Manifesting Your Vision
“I create my vision of success. I hold the vision intently. My vision is
powerful. I manifest my vision in life. I have the ability,” etc.
CD130
Manifesting Your Vision (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13130 Manifesting Your Vision (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CD2006
Manifesting Your Vision (PP)
$39.95

Self Disciplined And Determined
“I have will power. I apply myself. I organize my efforts. I plan my day.
Self discipline is success. I use time wisely. I am capable. I set goals,” etc.
CD149
Disciplined/Determined (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13149 Disciplined/Determined (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Buy 4 Get 1 Free. . .

(free item must be of equal or lesser value)
12/13/13 11:01 AM

Intuition

Power of Practice

“Intuition is natural. Intuition is wise. I trust my intuitions. I relax.
I become still. I listen to my intuition. I feel my intuition,” etc.
CD266
Intuition
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13266 Intuition
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“Practice improves me. I like to practice. Practice perfects my
skills. I practice my skills daily. I do my best. I rehearse my skills
by practicing,” etc.
CD308
Power of Practice (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13308 Power of Practice (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Health, Wealth and the Fountain of Youth
“I create my future. I deserve health, happiness and prosperity.
It’s easy for me to make money. Everyday I’m getting stronger and
healthier,” etc.
CD120
Ultra Success Power
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13120 Ultra Success Power
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Ultra Success Conditioning
“I see my success. I am a winner. I am an achiever. I am in charge. I act
decisively. I make things happen. I am prosperous. I invest my time,” etc.
DVD110 Ultra Success
(DVD, Reg. $39.95)
$29.95

Success Power
“I realize my prosperity. My mind magnetically attracts prosperity.
I hold prosperous thoughts. I visualize my prosperous reality,” etc.
CD24401 Success Power
(PS, IT + OZO)
$49.00

Strategic Planning and Peak Performance
“I create my plan. I systematically act. I am flexible. I am disciplined.
I think things through carefully. I tap into my higher power,” etc.
CD119
Strategic Planning/Peak Performance (MU or NA) $27.95
CD13119 Strategic Planning/Peak Performance (MU and NA) $44.00

Living The MLM Dream
“I network my relationships. I share my goals and vision. I introduce
everyone to my downline. I am confident. I am a great speaker,” etc.
CD2007
Living the MLM Dream (PP)
$39.95

Creativity
“I am creative. I am imaginative. I trust myself. I consider alternative solutions. Creativity is fun. I see solutions. I channel
inspiration,” etc.
CD196
Creativity
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13196 Creativity
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CDH8007 Creativity is Natural (PI)
$27.95
CD2009 Creativity
(PP)
$39.95

success

Ultra Success Power:

“I listened to your Creativity program and prayed to
allow the messages to be absorbed into my subconscious.
Three months later, I was in Washington, D.C. presenting
my paintings to the President and being honored. It was
a dream come true. Thank you.”
—R.A.J., CA
“Thank you for creating InnerTalk. The programs have
turned me around 180 degrees. I feel so much happier
now and I am finally turning into the person I have always
wanted to be. Every penny I have spent on your products
has been well spent. Thank you.
—J.L.H.

Finding The Right Employment
Peak Performance For The Performing Arts “I interview well. I am poised and confident. I am ambitious and prepared.
“I am relaxed when I perform. I practice my performances. My peers I expect good. I am positive. I am sincere. I land the job. I go for it,” etc.
recognize me as an outstanding performer. My audiences love me,” etc. CD330
Finding Employment
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD295
Performing Arts
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95 CD13330 Finding Employment
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CD13295 Performing Arts
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Doing My Best With Pride

Accessing the Entrepreneur Within

“I am ambitious. I am daring. I am willing to work hard. My integrity
“I am blessed. I do my best. I take pride in all that I do. I know that if it is impeccable. I am worthy of success. I study. I make a plan,” etc.
is worth doing, it is worth doing right. I take pride in my efforts,” etc. CD348
Entrepreneur Within
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD307
My Best With Pride
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95 CD13348 Entrepreneur Within
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CD13307 My Best With Pride
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Especially For Musicians

Millionaire Orbit

“Living is winning. Love and abundance are mine now. I am one with the
“I am a great musician. I love music. I love to perform. I am appreciat- universe. I have infinite power. Universal power flows through me,” etc.
ed. I am admired. I practice my music. I practice my performances,” etc. CD146
Millionaire Orbit
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD311
Especially for Musicians (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95 CD13146 Millionaire Orbit
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CD13311 Especially for Musicians (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

For information on the different formats
available, please see pages 3 and 33-36.

1-800-964-3551 ~ www.innertalk.com
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better life

The Master Secret
There are seven fundamentals to what has been called The Master Secret. This is the secret
to happiness; some call it the peace that passeth understanding. Others refer to it as an ecstatic
state of joy. It is also known as the doctrine of non-resistance. Whatever the tradition, the state
of true happiness is recognized as a state of inner and outer balance, in harmony with ones’ self
and others around them. Intuitively, most of us are driven, at some point in our lives, to find and
express true happiness. However, most believe that success at things brings them happiness when
indeed happiness brings success at things.
Titles include
InnerTalk (in nature): Confidence Power, Optimism Plus, Forgiving and Letting Go, Powerful Self
Esteem, Acceptance is Mastery, Freedom From Co-dependence, Do It Now, Success is Happiness.
Lectures: Seven Fundamentals Of The Master Secret, Owning Your Own Controls, Living in Love
with Life, The Co-Dependent Ego. Power Imaging: Personal Peace. Echo-Tech: Have It All, Self Esteem, Without Co-Dependence, Shed Stress.
OZO: Joy, Self-Peace, Confidence, Motivated Now.
A101CD
The Master Secret
(Sixteen CDs and 2 Booklets, Reg. $459.00)
$349.00

“I just bought two of your programs within the past three days and am so excited that I can hardly wait to try more of them. I would
not be exaggerating if I said that I can feel some changes already. Thank you for developing such a wonderful product. I look forward
to providing a testimonial telling of the positive results I experienced from your products.”
—M.S.H.
Personal Peace Series on MP3 CD

Attitude

Living in the present moment is advice given by sages and health care
professionals, and something the physicists say is all there really is.
Leave the worries behind, forget the so-called decay rate of time, put
your mind totally in now and witness the difference it makes. This series
is designed to renew your freshness by allowing the mind to rest—not
sleep, but enjoy full waking rest. Peace is, after all, a state of mind. Titles
include—InnerTalk (in music): Soaring Self Esteem, Freedom from
Stress, Serenity and Forgiving and Letting Go.
MP303
Personal Peace Series
		
(4 InnerTalk programs on one MP3 CD)
$48.00

“I am positive. I am capable. I can do anything. I have energy. I attract the positive. I am a winner. I take charge. I create my reality. I
expect only positive. Others like me, ” etc.
CD177
Positive Mental Attitude (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13177 Positive Mental Attitude (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Stress Management Collection
Relieve your anxiety, reduce stress and experience serenity with our
patented and proven technology. Play them while you sleep and awake
the next day refreshed and well rested. Titles include—InnerTalk
(in nature): Serenity. Power Imaging: Anxiety and Stress. OZO: Peace.
Echo Tech: Stress Free.
A126CD
Ending Anxiety and Reducing Stress
		
(Four CDs, Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

Deep Relaxation Collection
The ultimate in relaxation training. Use this collection of technologies
and feel the benefit of true relaxation. Learn to let go of all the tension
and pressure from the day and stop things from building up and out of
control. Titles include—Power Imaging: Relax Now and Personal
Peace. Echo-Tech: Stress Free. InnerTalk (in nature): Relaxation.
A123CD
Deep Relaxation
		
(Four CDs, Reg. $111.80)
$79.00
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Powerful Esteem
“I am happy. I am confident. I am capable. I can do anything. I am
one with the Divine. Honesty is oneness. I live in oneness. I like myself. I like others. I am in control,” etc.
CDE9902 Powerful Esteem
(ET)
$27.95
CDOZO106 Experience Inner Peace (OZO)
$27.95
CDH8003 Well-Being and Esteem (PI)
$27.95
CD24413 Soaring Self-Esteem
(PS, IT + ET)
$49.00

Relaxation And Esteem Building
“I am liked. I am accepted. Life is good. Life is a miracle. I am a miracle.
Living is fun. I enjoy life. I am responsible for me. I am caring. I am sharing. I like myself. I love life. I am secure. I am confident. I am optimistic.
I am calm,” etc.
DVD104
Relaxation/Esteem
(DVD, Reg. $39.95)
$29.95

Experiencing Inner Peace
“I am self responsible. I am calm. I am relaxed. I am protected by a benevolent force. I am caring. I am sharing. I am positive. I am optimistic.
Peaceful. Confident. Okay,” etc.
CDH8009 Personal Peace
(PI)
$27.95

For information on the different formats
available, please see pages 3 and 33-36.

Buy 4 Get 1 Free. . .

(free item must be of equal or lesser value)
12/13/13 11:01 AM

High Self Esteem
“I am good. I am liked. I am accepted. Life is good. Life is a miracle.
I learn. I prosper. I experience personal growth,” etc.
CD125
Soaring Self Esteem
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13125 Soaring Self Esteem
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Gratitude
“I am grateful. I appreciate my life. I recognize that I am a gift. I accept the gift. I give thanks for my being. I love life. I love living,” etc.
CD309
Gratitude Attitude
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13309 Gratitude Attitude
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

In a double-blind study at the Utah State Prison, performed by McCusker, Liston and Taylor, the Whole Brain
InnerTalk Technology was deemed effective in altering
self-esteem among inmates. As a result, the Prison maintains a voluntary InnerTalk library for inmates.

better life

“I bought the Self-Esteem CD some months ago. I didn’t feel
any different at first but after a week people around me at work
started responding much more positively towards me. I can
honestly say that your products work.”
—I.R.

Serenity
“I am relaxed. I am accepting. I am calm. I am serene. I am noncombative. I allow. My spirit guides me. I am safe. I am blessed,” etc.
CD102
Serenity
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13102 Serenity
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CD24406 Peace and Serenity
(PS, IT + OZO)
$49.00

Ultra Enthusiasm

/ On Fire With A Passion For Life
“I am in awe of life. I am in love with living. I am passionate about
life. I seize life’s every moment. I am a miracle. I meet every day with
enthusiasm. I am excited about life,” etc.
CD132
Ultra Enthusiasm
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13132 Ultra Enthusiasm
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CD2008
Passion for Life
(PP)
$39.95

Self Control
“My attitude is great. I am positive. I see good in all. I like myself. I
see the divine in all. My reality is wonderful. I like others,” etc.
CD326
Self Control
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13326 Self Control
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Fear
“I remain calm. I remain relaxed. I am in control. I am confident. I
breathe deeply. I can do anything. I am enough. I am okay,” etc.
CD137
Freedom from Fears
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13137 Freedom from Fears
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
DVD101
Anger and Fear
(DVD, Reg. $39.95)
$29.95

Profanity
“I speak well. I speak clearly. I speak with dignity. I am free of foul language. I am free of anger. I respect myself. I am free of bitterness,” etc.
CD302
Freedom from Profanity (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13302 Freedom from Profanity (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Guilt
“Life is a teacher. I love myself. I am free of guilt. I am free of shame. I
live in now. I am responsible. I am forgiven. I forgive all others,” etc.
CD217
Guilt Free
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13217 Guilt Free
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Have It All
“I am lucky. I have fun. I attract friends. I am courageous. I am healthy.
I am charismatic. I am humble. I am a leader. I am prosperous,” etc.
CD219
Have It All
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13219 Have It All
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CDE9908 Have It All
(ET)
$27.95

Accepting Constructive Criticism
“Life is a school. I choose to improve. I am flexible. I am a great
learner. I am patient. It’s easy to accept constructive criticism,” etc.
CD117
Constructive Criticism
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13117 Constructive Criticism
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Happiness is Success
“Happiness exists within. I live in peace, balance and harmony. I create
my happiness. Life is a joy. I am blessed. Happiness is mine,” etc.
CD325
Happiness is Success
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13325 Happiness is Success
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Joyous Day
“I have all I need now. I am enthusiastic. I laugh. I am balanced. I am at
peace. I live in harmony. Each day is a miracle. Living is wonderful,” etc.
CD235
Joyous Day
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13235 Joyous Day
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CDOZO112 Boundless Joy
(OZO)
$27.95
CD24412 Living in Joy
(PS, IT + OZO)
$49.00

1-800-964-3551 ~ www.innertalk.com
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better life

Humor

Mellow

“I enjoy humor. I enjoy life. Life is fun. Life is exciting. I am lighthearted. Humor is fun. I enjoy laughing. I smile. I am fun,” etc.
CD226
Joy of Humor
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13226 Joy of Humor
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I am mellow. I am calm. I am reflective. Living is wondrous. I am
patient. I laugh. I have fun. I feel great. I accept all others,” etc.
CD323
Mellow
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13323 Mellow
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Compassion

Freedom From Nail Biting

“I am sensitive to others’ feelings. I care. I understand. It’s easy
for me to listen. I am respectful of others. I am considerate of
others,” etc.
CD105
Developing Compassion (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13105 Developing Compassion (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I care for my hands. I care for my fingers. My hands look great. I am
aware. I am self assured. I am patient. I care for myself,” etc.
CD192
Nail Biting
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13192 Nail Biting
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Anger
“I release all anger. I am calm. I am at peace. My emotions are positive
I forgive others. I forgive myself. My expectations are loving,” etc.
CD144
Releasing Anger
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13144 Releasing Anger
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Freedom From Video Gaming Addiction
“My time is valuable. My life is important. Study is valuable. Reading
is valuable. I choose to read. I choose to learn,” etc.
CD297
Gaming Addiction
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13297 Gaming Addiction
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Freedom From Technophobia
“I can enjoy equipment. I can be technical. Technology is wonderful.
Technology is exciting. It’s easy to learn. It’s easy to enjoy technology,” etc.
CD115
Technophobia
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13115 Technophobia
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Alert-Stay Safe
“I am alert. I pay attention. I am careful. I listen to my hunches. My
reflexes are good. I make wise choices. I trust my senses,” etc.
CD274
Be Alert-Stay Safe
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13274 Be Alert-Stay Safe
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Stuttering
“I am calm. I am composed. I speak clearly. Words are effortless for me.
I speak relaxed. Sentences form easily. I speak with confidence,” etc.
CD145
End Stuttering
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13145 End Stuttering
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

For information on the different formats
available, please see pages 3 and 33-36.
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I have had an extremely difficult year, both professionally
and personally. Consequently, I felt useless to others and
couldn’t find my way through it. I started to use the Freedom From Stress CD and soon had fantastic results. I am
now experiencing a good night’s sleep and no longer have
frightening anxiety attacks. I look forward to every day and
have, at last rediscovered my long-lost enthusiasm!”
—J.B., UK.
Stress and Anxiety
“I am calm. I am relaxed. I am stress free . I release stress. I release
anxiety. I externalize stress. I breathe deeply. I have a proper perspective. I am at peace with myself,” etc.
CD123
Freedom from Stress
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13123 Freedom from Stress
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CDE9905 Stress Free
(ET)
$27.95
CDH8005 Free of Anxiety and Stress (PI)
$27.95
CD24415 Stress Free Living
(PS, IT + ET)
$49.00
DVD102
Stress and Anxiety
(DVD, Reg. $39.95)
$29.95

Patience
“Patience is understanding. Patience communicates. I am patient. I
am understanding. I am caring. I am loving. I am calm,” etc.
CD225
Patience
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13225 Patience
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Positive Care Giver
“I choose to be a good care giver. I have a positive outlook. I take
time for myself. I am confident and capable. I am patient and understanding,” etc.
CD104
Positive Care Giver
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13104 Positive Care Giver
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Buy 4 Get 1 Free. . .

(free item must be of equal or lesser value)
12/13/13 11:01 AM

Safe Driving
“I am a safe driver. I am a good driver. I am calm when driving. I am
patient with traffic. I have the ability to watch traffic. I anticipate
traffic,” etc.
CD114
Safe Driving
(IT, MU only)
$27.95

Ahimsa (Respect For Life)
“I respect all life. I sense the life force in life. I appreciate nature’s bounty. I choose my foods wisely. All life matters,” etc.
CD270
Ahimsa
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13270 Ahimsa
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

better life

Survivors of Abuse
“I am loved. I am accepted. I am free of blame. I release anger. I am
at peace. I live in harmony. Good exists in all. I am in control,” etc.
CD283
Survivors of Abuse
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13283 Survivors of Abuse
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Relaxation
“I am calm. I am relaxed. I perform relaxed. I am impervious to
stress. I am in control. I am strong. I am at peace. I am calm and
relaxed,” etc.
CD153
Relaxation
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13153 Relaxation
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CDH8006 Relax Now
(PI)
$27.95

Change
“Change is natural. I accept change. I am stress free. Life is dynamic. I
love living. I accept myself. All things change. Change is exciting,” etc.
CD232
Accepting Change
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13232 Accepting Change
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Healing From Invalidation
“I know I am worthy of dignity and respect. I choose to be happy.
I will enjoy life from this moment forward. It feels good to trust in
God,” etc.
CD300
Invalidation
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13300 Invalidation
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“Kathy cries every morning and hates to go to school. She is
grouchy and most always in a disagreeable mood. After only
2 hours of playing Optimism Plus, she seems more cheerful.
She actually got up for school the next morning, made her bed
and went to school in a happy mood. (Mom is very pleased).”
—UT
Optimism
“I am healthy. I am strong. I am fit. I am loving. I radiate charm. I am
positive. I am honest and truthful. I am efficient and organized,” etc.
CD223
Optimism Plus
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13223 Optimism Plus
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Be Well, Stay Happy
“I am strong and healthy. My body is wise. My body is a miracle. My
mind and body cooperate. Health is mine now. I am calm,” etc.
CD305
Be Well, Stay Happy
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13305 Be Well, Stay Happy
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Ecology Awareness
“I take responsibility for my role on this planet. I separate my trash. I
recycle. I am alert to waste. I conserve resources. I enjoy nature,” etc.
CD314
Ecology Awareness
(IT, NA only)
$27.95

Non-Violence
“I am loving. I am caring. I focus on peaceful thoughts. I avoid violent themes. I choose to put peace in my mind. I live in balance and
harmony,” etc.
CD324
Non-Violence
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13324 Non-Violence
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Ending Bad Dreams
“I choose what I put into my mind. I choose peace and love. Harmony
and balance are mine. My dreams are a positive experience,” etc.
CD214
End Bad Dreams
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13214 End Bad Dreams
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Healing The Past
“I live in the now. The past is over. Unpleasant memories are released. I accept the past. I choose to release the past. I learned my
lessons,” etc.
CD140
Healing the Past
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13140 Healing the Past
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Loss Of A Loved One
“I am at peace. I release myself from blame. Love and light are one. My
loved ones are at peace. My loved ones are with God. God forgives me,”
etc. (Free to those who can’t afford it. Shipping and handling fees apply.)
CD252
Loss of a Loved One
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13252 Loss of a Loved One
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Healing From Grief And Trauma
“Life is a gift. Life is eternal. I accept. I let go. I trust in God’s will. Life
is a lesson ground. I am at peace. I trust in God. I am at peace,” etc.
CD277
Grief
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13277 Grief
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

1-800-964-3551 ~ www.innertalk.com
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Bliss: Coherent Emotion
“I live in bliss. I choose wisdom. I have harmony in my life. I
create balance in all matters of life. I create peace. I accept and
allow,” etc.
CD129
Coherent Emotion
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13129 Coherent Emotion
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CD2001 Bliss: Coherent Emotion (PP)
$39.95

Freedom From Depression/Cheerful
“I love life. I love living. I feel great. I laugh. I choose happiness.
Living is learning. I contribute to life. I sense good in all. I am
in control,” etc.
CD110
Up from Depression
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13110 Up from Depression
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
DVD105 Depression
(DVD, Reg. $39.95) $29.95

Neat And Tidy
“I am neat. I am tidy. I love order. I love cleanliness. I am proud of
myself. I am efficient. I am organized. I like neatness. I am cooperative,” etc.
CD179
Neat and Tidy
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13179 Neat and Tidy
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Gossip
“I take responsibility for everything I say. I avoid gossip. I see good in
others. I focus on the good in all. It is my choice,” etc.
CD304
End Gossip
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13304 End Gossip
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Courage
“I am fearless. I am a winner. I am enough. I am courageous. I am smart.
I am confident. I am charismatic. I am powerful. I am loving,” etc.
CD197
Courage
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13197 Courage
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Enhancing Cognitive Abilities
“My memory is strong. My thinking is sharp. I make an effort to remember names, places and dates. I associate my learnings,” etc.
CD345
Cognitive Abilities
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13345 Cognitive Abilities
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Connecting with Your Animal Friend
“I can feel the energy of animals. I trust my feelings. I take time to
listen to my friends. I safeguard my animal friends. I honor their
trust,” etc.
CD347
Animal Friend
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13347 Animal Friend
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

I Believe
“I believe in peace. I believe that all life is sacred. I believe there is a
future for our children. I believe in caring for others.” etc.
CD315
I Believe
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13315 I Believe
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Lucky
“The Universe brings me good. I am deserving. I am lucky. I accept the
good that comes to me. I attract all that I need when ever I need it,” etc.
CD310
I Am Lucky
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13310 I Am Lucky
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Releasing Fear, Doubt

Hopelessness and Helplessness
“I believe in a Divine plan. I am part of that plan. I am important. I
accept change. I accept Divine Will. My perfect Will is Divine Will,” etc.
CD170
Fear, Doubt . . .
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13170 Fear, Doubt . . .
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Freedom From Television
“I enjoy living. I enjoy my family and friends. I can relax without
television. I choose to use television wisely. I build good relationships,” etc.
CD116
Television
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13116 Television
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
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BEGIN ANEW
“Every day is a new beginning. I have a new plan.I have adjusted. I
love living. I am reinventing myself every day.I love my new self,” etc.
CD352
Begin Anew
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.90
CD13352 Begin Anew
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Fear of Flying
“I am relaxed. I love to fly. Flying is relaxing. Planes are safe. I can
enjoy reading while flying I look forward to flying I remain calm,” etc.
CD349
Fear of Flying
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.90
CD13349 Fear of Flying
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

In a double-blind study at Colorado State University, it
was found that using the Whole Brain InnerTalk program
Freedom From Depression for more than 17 hours,
led to a significant decrease on the Beck Depression scale.
This study not only shows the effectiveness of the Whole
Brain program, but also indicated that the effectiveness
of the programs were dosage related.

Buy 4 Get 1 Free. . .

(free item must be of equal or lesser value)
12/13/13 11:01 AM

Creating A Loving Relationship

Magnetic Personality
Would you like to be more popular? Are you getting in your own way? There are definitely certain
characteristics that most people find attractive. Create the perfect personality for yourself.
Titles include—InnerTalk (in music): Positive Mental Attitude, Magnetic Personality, I am
Cooperative and I am Charismatic.
MP305
Magnetic Personality
		
(4 InnerTalk programs on one MP3 CD)
$48.00

Enhancing Romance, Intimacy and
Love
“I enjoy my partner. I am safe. I trust my partner. I communicate
honestly. I am relaxed with my partner. I enjoy sex with my partner,”
etc.
CD112
Romance/Love
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13112 Romance/Love
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Intimacy
“I am trusting. I am open. Intimacy is fun. Intimacy is rewarding.
I am loved. I enjoy sex. Creative intimacy is exciting. I enjoy my
partner,” etc.
CD327
Intimacy
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13327 Intimacy
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Forgiving And Letting Go
“I am caring. All occurs with purpose. I am free of fear. I am free of
anger. I emulate the highest. I am understanding. I am forgiving. I
see the Divine in all,” etc. *This program is free, one per customer.
Shipping and handling charges do apply.
CD147
Forgiving and Letting Go (IT, MU or NA)
FREE*

Relationships

Collection
With the fast pace of today’s life-style, finding and maintaining a loving relationship can be difficult.
Increase the odds in your favor with this wonderful collection. Titles include—InnerTalk
(in nature): Enhancing Romance, Intimacy and Love, and Confidence With The Opposite Sex.
Echo-Tech: Codependent No More. OZO: Personal Peace.
A121CD Creating A Loving Relationship
(Four CDs, Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

I Am Honest
“I am honest. I am sincere. I am truthful. I am forthright. I am confident. I have integrity. I am whole. I like myself. I am good,” etc.
CD209
Honesty
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13209 Honesty
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Harmonious Relationships
“I am confident. Life is sharing. I am giving. Relationships are fun. I
am patient. I listen intently. I am understanding,” etc.
CD189
Positive Relationships
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13189 Positive Relationships
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Overcoming Shyness
“I am comfortable around people. I am calm during introductions.
I look forward to meeting people. I am liked by people. Conversation
is fun,” etc.
CD171
Overcoming Shyness
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13171 Overcoming Shyness
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

I Am Cooperative

I Am Reflective
“I am thoughtful. I am creative. I am confident. I make good decisions. I think carefully. I act on my decisions. I consider alternatives,” etc.
CD291
Reflective
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13291 Reflective
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I am cooperative. I am patient. I am an excellent listener. I enjoy
assisting others. I am courteous. I am giving. I respect myself,” etc.
CD211
Cooperative
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13211 Cooperative
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Technology Key
IT - InnerTalk ~ MU - Music ~ NA - Nature
Headphone Programs: OZO (authoritarian); Echo-Tech (gentle/supportive); Platinum Plus (PP); and Power Imaging (PI)
PS - Power Set - 1 InnerTalk and 1 OZO or Echo-Tech
For detailed information on the different formats, please see pages 3 and 33-36.

1-800-964-3551 ~ www.innertalk.com
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I Am Charismatic

relationships

Magnetic Personality
“I am balanced. Life is fun. I am helpful. I am understanding. I
am okay. I am whole. I am enough. I have humor. I am at peace
with myself” etc.
CD215
Magnetic Personality
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13215 Magnetic Personality
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Confidence With The Opposite Sex
“I am attractive. I admire the opposite sex. I see warmth and
tenderness in both sexes. I am good. I am liked,” etc.
CD139
Confidence/Opposite Sex (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13139 Confidence/Opposite Sex (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I am charming. I am witty. I am humorous. I am comfortable. I am
confident. Relationships are rewarding. I am positive. I am strong,” etc.
CD175
I Am Charismatic
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13175 I Am Charismatic
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I purchased the Jealousy CD a couple months ago and
listened to it for about an hour a day. I soon found that little
things that used to irritate me no longer would. I used to get
jealous of other women if I considered them very attractive;
this does not happen anymore. I even try to put myself in positions where I used to get jealous to see what happens. The
CD really does work! I don’t feel that sick feeling in the pit of
my stomach anymore. To any ladies out there who don’t want
to have these negative feelings towards other women because
of how they look, this is the CD for you. It worked for me and
I am sure it will work for you.”
—A.F

Jealousy
Attract The Right Love Relationship
“I attract my perfect mate. I am willing to give. I am deserving of gifts.
I deserve to be loved. I accept love in my life. I respect myself,” etc.
CD242
Right Love Relationship (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13242 Right Love Relationship (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
Healing And Releasing Emotional Pain
“I can do anything I choose. I like me. I accept that others are different. I am happy being me. I smile. I deserve all that is good,” etc.
CD195
Emotional Pain
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13195 Emotional Pain
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I am free of jealousy. I celebrate others’ happiness. I allow others
their choices. I believe in myself. I accept others. I am secure in myself,” etc.
CD251
Jealousy
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13251 Jealousy
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Listening
“I am a great listener. I remember what I hear. I listen intently. I think
about what others say. I speak when others finish speaking,” etc.
CD286
Listening
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13286 Listening
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Releasing The Fear Of Rejection
“I do my best. I trust my higher self. I dwell on positive outcomes and
experiences. I expect the best. Living is an adventure,” etc.
CD138
Fear of Rejection
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13138 Fear of Rejection
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

End Codependent Patterns
“I am whole. I am independent. I am sufficient. I respect myself. I
expect respect. I am only responsible for me. I enjoy life. I accept
change,” etc.
CD233
End Codependence
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13233 End Codependence
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CDE9906 End Codependence
(ET)
$27.95
CD24416 No More Codependence (PS, IT + ET)
$49.00
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Health, Wellness, Longevity And Youth

There is an undeniable connection between the mind and body. Now, you can learn how to
empower your mind to directly influence your body. Whether it’s a matter of staying youthful, fit
and healthy, or recovering from a so-called terminal “dis-ease,” the mind is, without a doubt, an
important player in the ultimate outcome. Learn how much control you have over your own state of
health and how to care for and improve your wellness with proven techniques.
This program is much more than ideas and research findings. It’s a practical experience with
many actual exercises that’s easy to use and understand. We guarantee you’ll find Health, Wellness, Longevity & Youth more than worth the small
investment.

health and wellness

Youth, Vigor, Health and Wellness...
treasures to be nourished & protected.

Titles Include
Lectures: Health and Wellness. OZO: Health and Healing. Echo-Tech: High Self Esteem. Power Imaging: Health and Pain Relief. InnerTalk
(in nature): Accelerated Healing, Powerful Immune System and Forgiving and Letting Go. Video Entrainment™: Psychoneuroimmunology.
Plus: a booklet.
A103CD
Health, Wellness, Longevity & Youth
		
(7 CDs, 1 DVD, 2 booklets, Reg. $279.00)		
$199.00

Please Remember:
Our programs are mental training coaches and are offered only as educational material. Our health related titles are
designed to offer emotional and spiritual support. No health claims are made or implied. Our programs are not a substitute for professional health care. (For more details, see page 45)
Pain Management and Relief

Collection
When you really need help controlling pain, try this collection. Put the
awesome powers of the mind to work for you, not against you! Titles
include—InnerTalk (in nature): Natural Pain Relief. OZO: Health and
Healing. Power Imaging: Pain Relief & Health Imaging and Personal
Peace.
A124CD
Pain Management and Relief
		
(Four CDs, Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

Peaceful Sleep Collection
End bad dreams, sleep more soundly and enjoy some serenity with this
wonderful collection. Titles include—InnerTalk (in nature): Peaceful
Sleep, Ending Bad Dreams. Power Imaging: Relax and Personal Peace.
A127CD
Peaceful Sleep
		
(Four CDs, Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

Accelerated Healing and Well Being
“My mind expects health. My mind is powerful. Divine Power makes
this so. I am well. I am whole. I believe I am healed now,” etc.
CD126
Accelerated Healing
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13126 Accelerated Healing
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CDOZO102 Health and Healing
(OZO)
$27.95
DVD103
Accelerated Healing
(DVD, Reg. $39.95)
$29.95

“I don’t know how I would have made it through the
turbulent past few weeks without InnerTalk programs. I
started using the healing programs the day after my hip
operation and they are really helping. Even the physiotherapist commented on the speed of my recovery. Thank
you!”
—K.M., UK

Technology Key
IT - InnerTalk ~ MU - Music ~ NA - Nature
Headphone Programs: OZO (authoritarian); Echo-Tech (gentle/supportive); Platinum Plus (PP); and Power Imaging (PI)
PS - Power Set - 1 InnerTalk and 1 OZO or Echo-Tech
For detailed information on the different formats, please see pages 3 and 33-36.

1-800-964-3551 ~ www.innertalk.com
Cat Jan 2014_.indd 17
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health and wellness

Freedom From Back Pain
“I have good posture habits. I let stress and tension go. My
back is strong. My back is free of tension. My back muscles are
healed,” etc.
CD118
Back Pain
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13118 Back Pain
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Powerful Immune System
“My immune system is strong. My body creates antibodies.
My cells replicate perfection. My cells remember and produce
health,” etc.
CD157
Powerful Immune
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13157 Powerful Immune
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
DVD108 Immune System
(DVD, Reg. $39.95) $29.95

End Picky Eating
“I enjoy eating healthy foods. I enjoy trying new foods. I enjoy eating
vegetables. I love new tastes. I expect food to taste good,” etc.
CD318
End Picky Eating
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13318 End Picky Eating
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Freedom From Sugar
“I avoid sugar. I am free of sugar. Natural foods are healthy. I like
vegetables. I drink water. Food tastes great naturally. I am emotionally happy. I chew slowly,” etc.
CD253
Sugar
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13253 Sugar
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Freedom From Nausea
“I breathe slowly. My stomach is settled. My system is strong. I am in
control. I am free of nausea. My body is a miracle. Nausea is gone,” etc.
CD328
Freedom from Nausea (IT, MU only)
$27.95

Excellent Posture
“I stand erect. I sit erect. Shoulders back. I am proud of my body. I
am relaxed. I move with grace. I am agile. I move fluidly,” etc.
CD256
Posture
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13256 Posture
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Freedom From Junk Food

Living Healthy Through Menopause
“I am positive. I appreciate my body. I enjoy exercise. I sleep peacefully.
My body balances my hormone requirements. I remember easily,” etc.
CD249
Menopause
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13249 Menopause
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Natural Pain Relief
“I am free of pain. Pain is gone. My body is perfect. I am comfortable.
I control pain. I control discomfort. My body is at ease,” etc.
CD143
Natural Pain Relief
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13143 Natural Pain Relief
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CDH8008 Pain Relief And Health (PI)
$27.95

Freedom From Salt
“I eat natural foods. I am free of salt. I avoid salt. Food tastes great naturally. I am free of sodium. I eat properly. I sleep properly. I am alert,” etc.
CD317
Freedom from Salt
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13317 Freedom from Salt
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Freedom From Snoring
“I breathe in through my nose. I breathe out through my mouth. I
breathe easily. I rotate my sleeping position. I sleep peacefully. My
throat is clear,” etc.
CD294
Freedom from Snoring (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13294 Freedom from Snoring (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
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“I eat nutritional foods. I slow down. I relax. I eat slowly. I am patient. I take time for myself. I eat healthy foods. I like fruits. I like
vegetables,” etc.
CD173
Junk Food
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13173 Junk Food
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“My favorite program is No More Junk Food. After listening
for a week, I went to the grocery store and discovered that
the junk food was no longer a magnet that drew me to it.
To my surprise, I am able to pass it by. Thanks InnerTalk!”
—M.A., LA

Lowered Blood Pressure
“My blood pressure is normal. I choose peaceful thoughts. I enjoy
quiet. I am happy. I laugh. I expect health. I respond calmly to stimuli,” etc.
CD154
Lowered Blood Pressure (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13154 Lowered Blood Pressure (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
DVD118
Relax/Blood Pressure
(DVD, Reg. $39.95)
$29.95

Allergies
“I am free of allergies. I breathe effortlessly. I am healthy. I breathe
naturally. My body is perfect. I am calm. I breathe easily,” etc.
CD160
Freedom from Allergies (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13160 Freedom from Allergies (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Buy 4 Get 1 Free. . .

(free item must be of equal or lesser value)
12/13/13 11:01 AM

Healthy Teeth And Gums

Keen Vision

“I brush my teeth regularly. I use mouthwash. I eat proper foods.
I like my mouth clean. I brush after each meal. I massage my
gums,” etc.
CD303
Healthy Teeth and Gums (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13303 Healthy Teeth and Gums (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Clear Skin

Bruxism

“My skin is soft. My skin is elastic. My skin is clean. My skin is clear. I
drink water. I see my clear skin. My skin is vibrant,” etc.
CD194
Clear Skin
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13194 Clear Skin
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I relax my jaw muscles. I breathe through my mouth. It’s easy
for me to sleep without grinding my teeth,” etc.
CD296
Bruxism
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13296 Bruxism
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

PMS Relief

Cardiac Care And Recovery

“My emotions are calm. I am balanced. My hormones are balanced.
My changes are good. I feel great. My body is perfect. Living is wonderful,” etc.
CD275
PMS
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13275 PMS
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“Listening to the Sleep Soundly CD for one hour a day has
turned my life around. Instead of waking up every morning at
4 a.m., wide awake and annoying my husband, I now usually
sleep till 6 or 7 a.m. I have also been able to cut down on my
alcohol consumption and have lost 10 pounds! Brilliant all
round—thank you.”
—D.L., UK
Sleep Soundly
“Sleep restores me. Sleep is easy. I sleep deeply. My sleep revitalizes
me. Sleep is rest. I rest peacefully. I sleep to build energy,” etc.
CD155
Sleep Soundly
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13155 Sleep Soundly
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

health and wellness

“I have good vision. My eyes focus. I rest my eyes. My eye muscles
are strong. I exercise my eyes. I appreciate my vision. My eyes are
healthy,” etc.
CD254
Vision
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13254 Vision
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I relax. I remain calm. I choose peaceful thoughts. My body is
perfect. I am capable. I am powerful. I am healthy. Divine Power
makes this so,” etc.
DVD111
Cardiac Care/Recovery (DVD, Reg. $39.95)
$29.95

Freedom From Dental Anxiety
“I appreciate my dentist. I care for my teeth and gums. I look good.
My dentist cares for me. I trust my dentist. I relax in the dental
chair,” etc.
CD282
Dental Anxiety
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13282 Dental Anxiety
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
DVD107
Dental Anxiety
(DVD, Reg. $39.95)
$29.95

Blood Sugar Control
“I choose to be in control of my diabetes. I choose to exercise daily.
I will always choose to control my diabetes. I love success with diabetes,” etc.
CD316
Blood Sugar Control
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13316 Blood Sugar Control
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I used your Freedom from Arthritis program. The
pain is gone from a severe hip problem and I’ve been
able to cut way down on my medication.”
—R.B., CA
Arthritis
“My body regenerates itself. My bones are healthy. Pain is gone. My
joints are free. Movement is easy. I visualize healthy joints,” etc.
CD168
Freedom from Arthritis (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13168 Freedom from Arthritis (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

For information on the different formats
available, please see pages 3 and 33-36.

1-800-964-3551 ~ www.innertalk.com
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Stroke Recovery
“I am alert. My body and brain heals perfectly now. I remember effortlessly. My brain is healthy. My speech is strong and
clear,” etc. This program is free of charge. (Shipping and handling charges still apply). Please only request this program if you
truly need it.
CD306
Stroke Recovery
(IT, NA only)
Free

~ Health Care Professionals ~
Do you wish to offer InnerTalk programs to your clients?
Call for special Health Care Professional Discounts
and Free Programs.
Water
“I like water. Water refreshes me. Drinking water is healthy. I enjoy
water with my meals. I remember to drink water. I prefer water,” etc.
CD292
I Like Water
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13292 I Like Water
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Pre- And Post-Operative
“I have positive expectations. I trust my surgeon. My surgery will
be successful. I heal rapidly. When touched, I become calmer. I am
confident,” etc.
CD216
Pre/Post Operative
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13216 Pre/Post Operative
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Cancer - Spiritual Healing

“For a number of years, I have been plagued by headaches,
taking aspirin to quell the pain. Although it’s worked, I have
found myself taking between 8 to 10 tablets a day. Using the
Headache Relief program for just 10 days, the number
and severity of my headaches has reduced significantly. I am
now down to only 2-3 pain killers a day. Another side benefit
includes more energy. I feel strong and resilient.”
—Linda Hoy, Actress

This program is only available free of charge. (Shipping and handling
fees still apply.) Educational property only. This program is not a replacement for professional health care. “My mind is powerful. My life
force is eternal. My consciousness is alive. My consciousness exists
throughout my body. My cells are conscious,” etc.
CD5500
Cancer Remission
(IT, MU or NA)
Free

Headache Relief

Hospice Care

“My mind instructs hair growth. New hair grows. More hair grows.
Thicker and fuller. Stronger and healthier. My scalp tingles,” etc.
CD255
Hair Loss
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13255 Hair Loss
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“It is okay for me to let go and let God. I am one with the light. I forgive. I am forgiven. I am loved and nurtured by life,” etc.
CD321
Hospice Care
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13321 Hospice Care
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I am calm. I control pain signals. I choose comfort. I relax my scalp.
I relax all over. I smile. I breathe deeply. I am stress free,” etc.
CD142
Headaches
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13142 Headaches
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Hair Loss

Post War Syndrome
This program is available free of charge, to those who have served in
the military. (Shipping and handling fees still apply.) “I am free of negative experiences. I am free of negative dreams. I am in control.
I am enough. I am loving. I am forgiving. I am eternal,” etc.
CD290
Post War Syndrome
(IT, MU or NA)
Free

The findings from a longitudinal study on the Whole Brain
InnerTalk program for Cancer Remission showed that
43% of the patients who used the program went into remission. For the other patients, who eventually passed away,
the average life span beyond the original prognosis was
significantly extended.

For information on the different formats
available, please see pages 3 and 33-36.
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Forever Free Of Cigarettes Collection

Overcoming Substance Abuse Collection
Provide full support and shake chemical dependency forever. Reset your
mind and habits with this collection. Titles include—InnerTalk (in
nature): Freedom from Substance Abuse and Impulse Control. Echo
Tech: End Codependent Patterns. OZO: Peace.
A131CD
Overcoming Substance Abuse
(Four CDs, Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

Freedom From Cigarettes
“I am free of smoking. I make my own choices. I am in control. Cigarettes are out of my life. I choose health forever. My breath is fresh,” etc.
CD109
Stop Smoking
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13109 Stop Smoking
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CDH8002 Stop Smoking Now
(PI)
$27.95
CDOZO105 Stop Smoking
(OZO)
$27.95
CDE9903 End Smoking
(ET)
$27.95
CD24405 Freedom from Smoking (PS, IT + ET)
$49.00

Freedom from Addictions
“I am drug free. I make healthy choices. I accomplish my goals. My thoughts
are clear. I am in charge. I am safe. I accept the Divine plan,” etc.
CD141
Substance Abuse
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13141 Substance Abuse
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CDOZO110 Addictions
(OZO)
$27.95
DVD114
Addictions
(DVD, Reg. $39.95)
$29.95

Gambling
“I am responsible. I am in control. I am free of gambling. I make
wise decisions. I exercise discretion. I think things over. I control my
impulses,” etc.
CD276
Gambling
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13276 Gambling
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Chewing Tobacco
“I am free of tobacco. I like my mouth fresh. I like my mouth clean. I
am relaxed. I remain calm. My jaws are relaxed,” etc.
CD301
Chewing Tobacco
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13301 Chewing Tobacco
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Freedom From Internet Addiction
“I use the Internet wisely. I limit my time on the Internet. My mind is keen.
My resolve is strong. I am disciplined. I am a well-balanced person,” etc.
CD354
Internet Addiction
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13354 Internet Addiction
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“Thank you for providing such a wonderful product. My
husband and I have stopped smoking after listening to
Forever Free of Cigarettes. I was a smoker for over 10
years and quit after listening to the program three times a
day for just one week. After that, I felt so guilty whenever
I smoked that I just couldn’t do it anymore. When I had
been free of cigarettes for about three months, I decided
to take a few puffs with a drink after I’d been working hard
during a move. It was revolting and I couldn’t stand it. My
husband hadn’t decided he wanted to quit, but after I had
played the program over and over in the background, he
stopped even before I did!”
—M

Alcohol
“I am free of alcohol. One day at a time. I cancel negative thoughts. I am
at peace with myself. I accept myself. A higher power is with me,” etc.
CD193
Freedom From Alcohol (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13193 Freedom From Alcohol (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Impulse Control
“I am whole. I am enough. I control my thoughts. I control my emotions.
I am positive. I am capable. Life is wonderful. I respect myself,” etc.
CD191
Impulse Control
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13191 Impulse Control
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Rescripting The Child Within
“I accept myself. I accept others. I am happy. I am capable. I feel good.
I love life. Life is a school. I have many learnings. I am eternal,” etc.
CD218
Rescripting/Child Within (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13218 Rescripting/Child Within (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

I’ve been smoking for a number of years, and tried various
methods to stop, without much success. I listened to the Stop
Smoking CD for a week and carried on smoking, it helped
with the craving and I smoked less than usual.Within 3 weeks
of listening to the CD I’d stopped.
—V. F.

1-800-964-3551 ~ www.innertalk.com
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addictions

If you truly wish to stop smoking, but have just found it too difficult, this collection may just
hold the key. InnerTalk affirmations change the thinking patterns which have you reaching
for the next cigarette, audible coaching programs both support your efforts and encourage
you, while a special guided imagery program helps you discover the real reasons behind your
habit. Titles include—InnerTalk (in nature): Stop Smoking. OZO: Stop Smoking. Echo
Tech: Stop Smoking. Power Imaging: Stop Smoking Forever.
A122CD
Forever Free Of Cigarettes
		
(Four CDs, Reg. $111.80)
$79.00
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body image

Maximum Weight Loss Collection
Professor Pelka of the Munich Armed Forces University, Germany, demonstrated the efficacy of a
simple InnerTalk program for weight loss. Use this powerful combination to reach your goal even
faster. Titles include—InnerTalk (in nature): Weight Loss. Echo-Tech and OZO: Weight Loss.
Power Imaging: Weight Loss.
A120CD
Maximum Weight Loss Collection
		
(Four CDs, Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

“It has only been five days that I’ve been listening to my Weight Loss
and Using Metabolism To Melt Fat programs, and already I’m
noticing a very marked difference in appetite. I’m not as hungry as I
used to be and I get full faster. Also I’ve been more active in the past
5 days then I have been in the past 2 months.
—A., N.Y.

Weight Loss

Exercise

“I am thin, trim, slim and healthy. I choose the right foods. I love my
body. My body burns off fat. I like vegetables. I like fruit. I exercise,” etc.
CD107
Weight Loss Now
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13107 Weight Loss Now
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CDE9901 Weight Loss
(ET)
$27.95
CDH8001 Optimal Weight Loss
(PI)
$27.95
CDOZO104 Optimum Weight Loss
(OZO)
$27.95
CD24404 Weight Loss Now
(PS, IT + ET)
$49.00
DVD115
Weight Loss
(DVD, Reg. $39.95)
$29.95

“I like exercise. Exercise builds strength. Exercise invigorates me. I take
pride in my appearance. Exercise refreshes me. Exercise is fun,” etc.
CD148
Joy of Exercise
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13148 Joy of Exercise
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CDOZO107 Optimum Fitness
(OZO)
$27.95
CD24407 Fit and Athletic
(PS, IT + OZO)
$49.00

Forever Thin
“I see myself thin. I eat regular meals. I chew slowly. I eat the right
foods. I eat at regular meals. I am attractive. Small portions are satisfying,” etc.
CD289
Forever Thin
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13289 Forever Thin
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Using Metabolism To Melt Fat
“I have the power within me to excite my metabolism. My metabolism burns excess fat. I see myself thin and fit. I exercise,” etc.
CD108
Using Metabolism
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13108 Using Metabolism
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Firm Body
“My body is perfect. Excess fat is gone. I visualize cellulite away. My
muscles are strong. Cellulite is gone. Fat melts from by body,” etc.
CD174
Firm Body
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13174 Firm Body
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
“My body cares for me. Mind, body and spirit—one. I look good. I
radiate love and beauty. My body is beautiful in every way,” etc.
CD159
I Love My Body
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13159 I Love My Body
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
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“I build a strong and healthy body. I achieve my perfect weight. I take pride
in my body. Each day I grow stronger and healthier in every way,” etc.
CD234
Weight and Muscle Gain (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13234 Weight and Muscle Gain (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Natural Breast Enlargement
“I love my breasts. I sense blood flow warming my breasts. My body is
miraculous. My breasts grow full and voluptuous. My breasts are firm,” etc.
CD199
Breast Enlargement
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13199 Breast Enlargement
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

The results of a UK trial on the InnerTalk program, Breast
Enlargement were published in What Medicine. “This trial
involved 15 women and resulted in approximately 2 centimeters of breast growth and a fuller cup size within 30 days.
Women also reported a “tingling sensation,” similar to that
experienced in puberty.
Quantum Younging

I Love My Body
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Weight/Muscle Gain

“I am healthy. I am young. My body responds. My body remembers
youth. I look young. My vision is perfect. My hearing is perfect,” etc.
CD161
Quantum Younging
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13161 Quantum Younging
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CD24402 Younger and Healthier (PS, IT + OZO)
$49.00
DVD121
Quantum Younging
(DVD, Reg. $39.95)
$29.95
CD2003
Fountain of Youth
(PP)
$39.95

Buy 4 Get 1 Free. . .

(free item must be of equal or lesser value)
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FIT AND HEALTHY
It’s never too late to change unhealthy habits. With the proper attitude we can find exercise fun and rewarding.
With a healthy outlook on life, we can enjoy good nutrition and pass on the fast foods and fattening sweets. With
an optimistic attitude we have every right to expect a long healthy life full of smiles and laughter. With an attitude
of respect and love toward ourselves, we find our body remains young, fit and healthy!

sports

Titles Include:
Power Imaging: Weight Loss. Echo-Tech: Weight Loss. OZO: Optimum Fitness. InnerTalk (in nature): Joy
of Exercise and Being Fit, Posture, Firm Body, and Quantum Younging. InnerTalk (in music): Walking for
Health, Sports-Self Talk,
A115CD
Fit and Healthy
(9 programs on 8 CDs. A $251.55 value)		 $149.95

All athletes, regardless of their sport, know the importance of mental training. With the incorrect mind set, it
does not matter how hard you train, you will never perform your best. Train your mind as often as you train
your body and watch yourself excel. Most of our programs for specific sports were created in consultation
with experts in the particular fields. Use our general sports and fitness programs to get you in the frame of
mind to want to work, and then use the specific sports program to help you perform to the best of your ability.
Athletics and Sports on MP3 CD

Golf Like A Pro

Downloading this MP3 collection onto your MP3 player means that
you always have the means to remain motivated and focused on your
fitness goals. Titles include—InnerTalk (in music): Winning Sports
Performance, Joy of Exercise and Being Fit, Confidence power and Firm
Body.
MP306
Athletics and Sports Series
		
(4 InnerTalk programs on one MP3 CD)
$48.00

“I keep my head down. My swing is correct. My posture is good. I practice my grip. I achieve my goals. I am secure. I am confident,” etc.
CD245
Golf
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13245 Golf
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
DVD117
Golf Like a Pro
(DVD, Reg. $39.95)
$29.95

Optimum Sports Performance

Collection
The perfect collection of programs to have you more disciplined,
regardless of which sport you play. Titles include—InnerTalk (in
nature): Winning Sports Performance. OZO: Optimum Fitness and Excel
at Sports. Power Imaging: Sports Hypnosis.
A130CD
Optimum Sports Performance
		
(Four CDs, Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

Self Talk Sports
An audible affirmation program. “You will do your best. You reach for
your best. You give your all. You are liked. You choose to be a winner,” etc.
CD329
Self Talk
(Self talk, Music only) $27.95

Winning Sports Performance
“Sports are fun. My team chooses winning. I am powerful. I have energy.
I have stamina. I am coordinated. I am a winner! I do it now,” etc.
CD172
Winning Sports
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13172 Winning Sports
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CDOZO108 Sports
(OZO)
$27.95
CDH8010 Sports Hypnosis
(PI)
$27.95
CD24408 Sports: Mentally Fit
(PS, IT + OZO)
$49.00

For information on the different formats
available, please see pages 3 and 33-36.

Bowling
“My approach is smooth and fluid. My push away, footwork, follow
through, is smooth and consistent. I always follow through with my
release,” etc.
CD236
Bowling
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13236 Bowling
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Walking For Health
“I love to walk. I love exercise. Exercise is good. It feels good to walk.
I walk for fun I enjoy walking. I enjoy the outdoors,” etc.
CD248
Walking For Health
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13248 Walking For Health
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Football
“I am a team player. My team excels. My feet are quick. I believe in the
coaches. I know where the ball is at all times. I play naturally,” etc.
CD239
Football
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13239 Football
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“Your programs made the difference!”
		
—Coach Mike Price, Football Coach
			
Washington State University
“Thanks for helping our program succeed for a
second straight year.”
			
—Gerald Carr, Football Coach
				
Weber State University

1-800-964-3551 ~ www.innertalk.com
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Martial Arts

sports

Tennis
“I am graceful and agile. I keep my head up and my body balanced on all tennis strokes. I am fast and move quickly to any
ball on the tennis court,” etc.
CD240
Tennis
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13240 Tennis
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I love martial arts. Martial arts is energy. I am strong. My mind is
clear. I cast away all distractive thoughts. My mind controls my vital
energy,” etc.
CD237
Martial Arts
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13237 Martial Arts
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Soccer

Body Building

“I love soccer. I move quickly. I am a team player. I listen to my coach.
I am a powerful athlete. I use energy to control the game,” etc.
CD241
Soccer
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13241 Soccer
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Baseball
“I am a good hitter. I step to the pitch. I hit a fast ball. I am a winner.
I study the pitcher while on deck. I use all of my body in my
swing,” etc.
CD243
Baseball
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13243 Baseball
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I am limber. I am fit. I am muscular. I like weight lifting. My body builds
perfectly. I care for myself. I rest properly. My body is powerful,” etc.
CD212
Body Building
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13212 Body Building
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I absolutely love the OZO experience! It is the quickest,
easiest, most effective sports psychology tool I have ever
used. Eldon Taylor, thank you for talking to my mind in a
way that has convinced me that I am a champion.”
—Debbie Lawrence,
U.S.A. Olympian
Running
“I like running. Running feels good. Running gives me a rush. I pace
myself. My stride is long. My lungs expand. I like warming up,” etc.
CD238
Running
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13238 Running
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Basketball
“I love basketball. I believe in my coaches. I am a hustler. I make
good passes. I perform well. I shoot well. I reach. I concentrate on
the rim,” etc.
CD244
Basketball
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13244 Basketball
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Karate
“My breathing is precise. I focus and concentrate. I learn karate easily.
I generate and project KI energy. I flow with the energy I project,” etc.
CD246
Karate
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13246 Karate
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Judo
“I am always alert and composed. I am quick and fluid. I am direct
and ruthless. I destroy my opponents. I am a fierce competitor,” etc.
CD247
Judo
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13247 Judo
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Martial Arts Album
Internal Power: “I control my body. I control my thoughts. I am honorable. I make wise decisions,” etc. Fighting Power: “I am fearless.
My attacks are my defense. I fight only when I am in danger. When
provoked I fight with all I have. I do not lose. I am smooth and fast,” etc.
CD1345
Fighting Power Album (IT, 2 CDs)
$49.00
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Equine Skills
“I love horses. I am careful not to startle the horse. I move deliberately.
I move confidently. I look the horse in the eye. I trust my feelings,” etc.
CD353
Equine Skills
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13353 Equine Skills
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“No one on the National Judo Institute’s team had ever won a
National, World or Pan Am medal until 1987, when the team
began using an InnerTalk program as part of their training. The
team’s skills increased so dramatically that they went on to win 6
Pan Am medals, one World Medal and two National Medals. NJI
members went on to fill half the spots on the 1992 Olympic team!”
—Major Phil Porter,
Coach, U.S. Olympic Judo Team

Buy 4 Get 1 Free. . .

(free item must be of equal or lesser value)
12/13/13 11:02 AM

Miracle of Childbirth/Pregnancy

Titles include
InnerTalk (in nature): Comfortable Pregnancy, Wonder Of Childbirth, Freedom
From Stress, Positive Relationships, Natural Pain Relief, Accelerated Healing, Just
For Newborns, and End Maternal Depression.
MT109CD
Miracle of Childbirth/Pregnancy Collection
		
(Eight CDs, Reg. $223.60)
$149.00

Successful Children
Children today face many challenges, from family dynamics and peer pressure, to the entertainment industry. All of these things and more can
have a negative impact on our children. Use this collection as an “antidote” to today’s pressures and give your children the head start they deserve

pregnancy / parenting/
children

Collection
Even if a pregnancy occurs totally as planned, it can still be a lot to adjust to. This
album will help you deal with all the changes, both physical and emotional, thereby
allowing you to fully enjoy this wondrous time.

Titles include
InnerTalk (in nature): Successful Child, Overcoming Stress in School, I am Cooperative, Accelerated Learning, Respect and Good Manners
and I Can: Building a Child’s Esteem. Echo-Tech: High Self-Esteem. OZO: Power Learning.
MT108CD
Successful Children
(Eight CDs, Reg. $223.60)
$149.00

Young People
This combination of programs was created to give your child the basic
fundamentals for success at home, in school and in relationships.
Titles include—InnerTalk (in music): Respect and Good Manners,
Joy of School, Stress in School and Honesty.
MP304
Young People Series
		
(4 InnerTalk programs on one MP3 CD)
$48.00

Childbirth
“Life is wondrous. Life begins in the womb. My child gives me joy. I
give my child life. I love my child. Life springs forth from me,” etc.
CD188
Wonder Of Childbirth
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13188 Wonder Of Childbirth
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Pregnancy
“I am loved. I love my unborn child. I am comfortable. Pregnancy is
pleasurable. My child and I are miracles. I relax. I take care of my
body,” etc.
CD187
Comfortable Pregnancy (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13187 Comfortable Pregnancy (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“Firstly, I would like to thank you for making your wonderful
CDs! I only discovered and started using InnerTalk a couple
of months ago, but what a discovery! I have already seen such
remarkable benefits! Again, thank you Eldon for giving me and
so many others such hope and possibilities for change!”
—N. B.

Newborns
“I am alive. I am alert. I am healthy. I breathe easily. My body develops perfectly. I am loved. I am secure. My skills develop rapidly,” etc.
CD190
Just For Newborns
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13190 Just For Newborns
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Fertility
“I can conceive. I choose to care for my body. I choose to be optimistic. I have creative power within. I am at peace with myself,” etc.
CD259
Fertility
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13259 Fertility
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Maternal Depression
“I am good. I look good. I have done well. I am cared for. I accept
myself. I gave life. Childbirth is a miracle. Joy fills my being. I am
loved,” etc.
CD278
Maternal Depression
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13278 Maternal Depression
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Successful Children/Family Dynamics
“I am confident in myself. I share my happiness. I am a positive
influence in all my relationships. I am cooperative. I am patient. I
love my family,” etc.
DVD106
Successful Children
/Family Dynamics
(DVD, Reg. $39.95) $29.95

Positive Parenting
“I am patient. I respect my children’s rights. I enjoy my children. I
have fun with my children. I discipline my children in love,” etc.
CD167
Parenting, Positive
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13167 Parenting, Positive
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

For information on the different formats
available, please see pages 3 and 33-36.

1-800-964-3551 ~ www.innertalk.com
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parenting/ children

Successful Children
“I am good. I do my best. I am responsible. I make good choices. I am patient. I am attentive. I make friends easily. I enjoy
school,” etc.
CD185
Successful Children (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13185 Successful Children (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Especially for Young Children
“I make a difference. I am good. I develop naturally. I accept
myself. I accept others. I am myself. I am okay. It’s okay to be
different,” etc.
CD127 Young Children
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13127 Young Children
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Leadership For Young People
“I set a positive example. I take pride in myself. I am a good student.
I earn respect by giving respect. I know right from wrong,” etc.
CD298
Leadership/Young People (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13298 Leadership/Young People (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Stress In School
“I feel good. I laugh. I like school. I make friends. I am a leader.
School is fun. Learning is exciting. I am relaxed. I am confident. I
learn easily,” etc.
CD186
Stress in School
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13186 Stress in School
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

A.D.H.D
“I train myself. I control my behavior. I focus my attention. I wait my
turn. I am interested. I learn easily. I follow rules. I can be quiet,” etc.
CD164
A.D.H.D.
(IT, NA only)
$27.95

school phobia
“I am secure. I like school. My friends are nice. I look forward to each
day. I like my teachers. School-work is fun. I remain calm,” etc.
CD351
School Phobia
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13351 School Phobia
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Joyful Caretaker of

Pre-Verbal Children
“I love to care for pre-verbal children. I am patient with children. I
am careful and wise. I am helpful. I provide love, joy and peace,” etc.
CD350
Pre-Verbal Children
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13350 Pre-Verbal Children
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

I Can: Building A Child’s Self-Esteem
“I am smart. I am good. I am liked. I am safe. I am protected. I make
wise choices. I listen to my teachers. I listen to my parents,” etc.
CD180
I Can
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13180 I Can
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Positive Interactions For Young People
“I do not blame. I listen intently. I am cooperative. I am patient.
I am friendly. I am courteous. I am respectful. I like others. I like
companionship,” etc.
CD163
Positive Interactions
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13163 Positive Interactions
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Respect and Good Manners
“I am good. I am loved. I respect myself. I respect others. I respect
my elders. I respect my parents. I love my family. I am loved. I am
safe,” etc.
CD106
Respect/Good Manners (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13106 Respect/Good Manners (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“My friend bought a tape for my 3-year-old daughter, who
had a bedwetting problem. I didn’t believe a subliminal
program could help, but thought it was worth a try. I gave
the program to my daughter and told her it was her bedtime
program, and decided not to tell her what was on it. After
the first night she was dry. Into the second week she began
walking around repeating the affirmations on the program.”
—E.A., UT
Bedwetting
“I use the toilet. I am in control. My body signals me. I am dry. I like my
body dry. I am responsible. I wake up. I am unafraid. I am loved,” etc.
CD222
Bedwetting
(IT, MU only)
$27.95

For information on the different formats
available, please see pages 3 and 33-36.
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Freedom From Thumb Sucking

Children And School Violence
Everyone with a child in or about to enter school must be concerned
with the increasing nature of stress, rejection, anxiety and violence. Are
there any warning signs? If so, what are they? How can we safe guard?
What can we do to keep our children safe? This program and special
report was developed to deal with hostility, aggression, rejection, stress
and learning in school.
CD135
School is Fundamental (IT, NA only)
$27.95
B102
Ending School Violence
		
(Special Report and CD)
		
(This package is free to schools.)
$49.00

children

“I am free of thumb sucking. I think about my hands. I am secure. I
am whole. I am good to myself. I keep my fingers and thumb out of
my mouth,” etc.
CD293
Thumb Sucking
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13293 Thumb Sucking
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“You have truly put a great amount of time, effort and knowledge into your curriculum and the
accompanying CD. Your work with Progressive Awareness Research in the field of cognitive behavioral modification and development of Whole Brain InnerTalk’s subliminal technology reflects the
expertise that you have developed after working many years in the psychotherapy and hypnotherapy
fields. Your research work with universities and organizations is impressive and you have truly made
significant contributions to helping to resolve the issues related to violence.”
—William Modzeleski
Director, Safe and Drug-Free Schools Program
Office of Elementary and Secondary Education

Child Guidance: Bedtime Stories
All the programs in this wonderful series use the patented Whole Brain InnerTalk technology behind audible stories, adventures and fantasies. The
affirmations are self esteem builders and, while the audible stories are tutorial, learning was never this much fun! Put the CD on at bedtime. Let
the audible information engage your child while helping them fall asleep at the same time—all while building their self esteem. This CD collection
consists of the following three audible programs:

Why?
Created to teach young people to reason, question and think about their questions in a systematic
way and integrate their knowledge as a system whole. It has been often stated that genius is a
matter of seeing the same thing differently. Give your child a head start.

Miracle Of Life
A fairy tale designed to teach children that all life matters.

Leadership And Wise Choices
How does one prepare their child to make wise choices in an arena of insane alternatives?
This program uses the power of imagination to take a young person on a journey designed to
give them a sense of self respect, leadership and wise choices.
“I am smart. I am good. I am like. I am safe. I am protected. I make wise choices. I listen to my teachers. I listen to my parents. I learn easily.
It’s easy to learn. It’s easy to be liked,” etc.
CD1341 Child Guidance Collection
(2 CDs—1 CD with 3 audible stories + 1 InnerTalk CD in nature format)
$49.00

1-800-964-3551 ~ www.innertalk.com
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learning

Smart and Sharp
In this day and age, education is no longer important only to students. With the economic environment
being as shaky as it is and with competition for jobs being greater than ever, we all have to be ready and
able to learn new things, if only to maintain our current standard of living. However, how will sharpening
your brainpower also improve your life? Well, part of that is really simple - technology is developing at
such a fast rate that we constantly need to learn new things, such as how to use the new smart phones.
Life just is not fun when we find it difficult just to keep up - learning really does appear to be on ongoing
process! However, research also shows that opening ourselves us to novel experiences and learning will
also improve the quality of our lives, helping us to live longer and happier!
Titles Include:
Power Imaging: Power Learning and Memory. Echo-Tech: Learn Easily. OZO: Accelerated Learning.
InnerTalk (in nature): Powerful Memory, Mathematics is Easy, I Am A Great Reader, Word Power: Spelling and Vocabulary, Concentration,
and Awaken The Genius.
A114CD Smart and Sharp
(9 programs on 8 CDs. A $251.55 value)		$149.95

Learning is FUN-damental

Genius Learning on MP3 CD

Our educational programs have been studied and demonstrated effective.
Give yourself or someone you love the gift of learning. A good education is
the key to so many opportunities, why not maximize all of your abilities.
Learn quickly and easily with the tools which have helped many people
achieve their goals. Titles include—InnerTalk (in nature): Accelerated
Learning. Power Imaging: Accelerated Learning. Echo-Tech and OZO:
Learning Made Easy and Fun.
A132CD
Learning is Fun-damental Collection
		
(Four CDs, Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

This collections brings together all the fundamentals you need to maximize
your learning abilities. Titles include—InnerTalk (in music): Powerful
Memory, Accelerated Learning and Study, I am a Great Reader and Word
Power: Spelling and Vocabulary.
MP302
Genius Learning Series
		
(Four InnerTalk programs on one MP3 CD)
$48.00

Accelerated Learning And Study
“I learn easily. Learning is fun. I concentrate. I remember. I take
careful notes. I focus. I perceive clearly. I am alert in class,” etc.
CD150
Accelerated Learning
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13150 Accelerated Learning
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CDE9904 Learn Easily
(ET)
$27.95
CDOZO111 Power Learning
(OZO)
$27.95
CDH8004 Learning/Memory
(PI)
$27.95
CD24410 Learning Power
(PS, IT + ET)
$49.00
DVD113
Learning/Memory
(DVD, Reg. $39.95) $29.95

Concentration
“I think clearly. I focus attention. I hold related ideas. I network my
learning. I concentrate easily. My thoughts are focused,” etc.
CD162
Concentration
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13162 Concentration
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I purchased a few of your programs and I am now
a firm believer. One of the titles I purchased was the
Genius Learning Series. I had a huge anatomy test
and felt I could really use the extra help. So as I studied,
I played the CD. I am proud to say I passed and didn’t
miss a single question! My instructors and the other
students were greatly impressed. Thank you!”
—Name withheld
Joy of School - Ending Dropout
“Learning is easy. I take advantage of school. Schooling prepares me. I
want to learn. I ask questions. I get involved. I participate. I study,” etc.
CD210
Joy of School
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13210 Joy of School
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Enhancing Musical Abilities
“I am a great musician. I love music. I love to perform. I am appreciated.
I am admired. I practice my music. I practice my performances,” etc.
CD355
Musical Abilities
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13355 Musical Abilities
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Technology Key
IT - InnerTalk ~ MU - Music ~ NA - Nature
Headphone Programs: OZO (authoritarian); Echo-Tech (gentle/supportive); Platinum Plus (PP); and Power Imaging (PI)
PS - Power Set - 1 InnerTalk and 1 OZO or Echo-Tech
For detailed information on the different formats, please see pages 3 and 33-36.
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Creative Writing

Exams
“I am confident. Tests are easy. I am relaxed during tests. I study well.
I excel at tests. I solve problems. I am swift. I remember facts,” etc.
CD151
Excel in Exams
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13151 Excel in Exams
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Learning for Examinations
Two CDs that include the following titles: Advanced Memory, Concentration, Accelerated Learning and Excel At Exams.
CD1501
Learning for Examinations
		
(IT 2 CDs, NA only)		
$49.00

“The Powerful Memory CD is so good. Despite not
managing to listen for the recommended time, it is having an effect. A number of times in the past few days I
have found lost items that have defied being found. I had
emptied cupboards, drawers, coat pockets, yet they still
remained lost. Suddenly they have been discovered exactly
where my inner mind remembered. I was truly amazed.”
—D.F., Wales

“I had to write to tell you about my daughter,
Georgia’s, success. She is dyslexic and although we believe in her capabilities, she was not thought sufficiently
academic by her school to pass her 11+ exam. As she
dearly wanted to go to grammar school, we decided to
use every method in our power to enable her to pass.
Just six weeks before her exam, we played the CD
Learning for Examinations every night while she
slept, and the result is that she has amazed everyone
by not only passing but also with above average marks!
There is no doubt in my mind that your product played
a significant part in this. Thank you!”
—K.M., UK

Word Power: Spelling And Vocabulary
“I have a powerful vocabulary. I like words. I look up new words. I
remember words. Remembering is easy. Words are meaningful,” etc.
CD169
Word Power
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13169 Word Power
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Memory
“I have a powerful memory. I remember easily. Details are easy. I
make mental notes. I learn easily. I associate material,” etc.
CD152
Powerful Memory
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13152 Powerful Memory
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Awaken The Genius

Mathematics
“I learn math rules. I am logical. I learn math easily. Math is logic.
Math has simple rules. Math comes in steps. I am good at Math,” etc.
CD181
Mathematics is Easy
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13181 Mathematics is Easy
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Reading
“I like reading. I remember what I read. My thoughts are fast. I read
faster and faster. I read with comprehension. I associate what I
read,” etc.
CD178
I Am a Great Reader
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13178 I Am a Great Reader
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I love this stuff. I use your Genius CD and let me tell
you—I am so quick, I make my boss nervous! So now I
decided its OK for me to be Wealthy so I am now ordering
the Prosperity CD. Thanks again for the wonderful Service!
You guys are awesome and I LOVE Subliminals!
—J.B., UT

“I am a genius. I am quick. My mind is keen. I am at ease. I appreciate learning. I remember effortlessly. I learn directly. I learn
inferentially,” etc.
CD122
Genius Power
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13122 Genius Power
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
DVD112
Creative Genius
(DVD, Reg. $39.95)
$29.95

Using Both Halves Of The Brain
“I use all of my brain. I feel words. Numbers have colors. I alternate
hand usage. I imagine with all my senses. I use all of my brain. I see
words,” etc.
CD124
Both Halves/Brain
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13124 Both Halves/Brain
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Dyslexia
“I am good. I am smart. My mind’s eye has a mirror. I see the mirror. I
use the mirror to evaluate printed matter. I recognize correctness,” etc.
CD258
Dyslexia
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13258 Dyslexia
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

1-800-964-3551 ~ www.innertalk.com
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“I have great ideas. I organize my thoughts. I develop outlines. I write
for fun. I write for relaxation. I am patient. I develop my work carefully,” etc.
CD221
Creative Writing
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13221 Creative Writing
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
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spirituality

A Path to Mastership - The Mystical Mind
It is said that “to be a success, you should emulate the successful.” Would it surprise you to know
that many of the world’s greatest thinkers have followed a path developed from inner knowing or
noetic knowledge. Their genius has often been attributed to this “knowing” followed by a search for
the proof. Einstein himself asserted that he dreamt the curvature of space, and then spent the next
twenty years trying to prove it. The path of the awakened mind fused with body/spirit intuitiveness
simply sees the world differently. The openness to universal life force enables them to access abilities
that many believe to be pure fiction.
Titles include
Lectures: Six “Talks With Eldon,” incorporating numerous meditations and exercises. Meditations:
Wonder and Joy, Golden Orb, Past Lives and Other Dimensions, Out Of Body Journeys, Visit With A
Master, Past Life Meditation, Healing Dream, Astral FQ, Personal Peace, and Bedtime Meditation. InnerTalk: Aura Awareness, Lucid Dreaming,
Spiritual Quotient, Miracle Mindedness, Serenity. Includes bonus CD: ‘Conscious Expansion’ (headphone only program) and Video
Entrainment: Inspirations.
A111CD
A Path to Mastership: The Mystical Mind
		
(Digitally enhanced with 21 CDs and extended programs. Reg. Price $519.95)			
$369.00

“I think that the Path to Mastership is the crown jewel in the InnerTalk line. This should definitely be in everyone’s library.
It is the most powerful program and works so well for the busy lives we all now live.”
—Cristian Enescu, M.D.
Miracle Mindedness

Awakened Dreaming:

“Miracles happen. I am a miracle. I have the ability to will a miracle.
Illusions are not real. Only the eternal is real. I see God in all,” etc.
CD101
Miracle Mindedness
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13101 Miracle Mindedness
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Miracles
“God loves me. I am a miracle. God’s presence resides within me. I
am. I express God’s love. I emulate the Divine. I love unconditionally,” etc.
CD269
Expecting A Miracle
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13269 Expecting A Miracle
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

The Lucid Dream Experience
“I am aware of my dreams. I have the power to change my dreams. I
resolve conflict in my dreams. I receive answers in my dreams,” etc.
CD121
Awakened Dreaming
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13121 Awakened Dreaming
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Yoga Meditations
“I enjoy yoga. I learn the meaning of poses. My body is an expression of love. Peace flows through me. My breath extends living.
The centers of my body are alive. I practice yoga regularly,” etc.
CD271
Yoga
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13271 Yoga
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

*Note regarding our Spiritual Programs:
Many of our programs include a spiritual component. We offer a variety of spiritual programs. We believe the spiritual component of life to be as important, if not more so, than any other component. However, we do not wish to choose the spiritual
path for anyone. That is each of our rights, both under God and our Constitution. We, therefore, try to provide a variety of
spiritual programs in an attempt to bring something for everyone. We recognize that this is difficult to do while not offending anyone. Nevertheless, we find it a responsibility to use our technology in the spirit of the saying, “As a man thinketh, so is
he.” Many religious leaders use and have endorsed our programs. Still, if you have a question, please ask your spiritual advisor to review the affirmations in order to insure that the program you choose is in keeping with your particular spiritual path.
There is one common denominator in all our programs: forgiveness. It is our conviction whether in school violence or
matters of government, it is never okay to get even. We believe it is so important that we offer our “Forgiving and Letting Go”
program free of charge to those who ask for it (mailing charges do apply).
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Opening Up To A Higher Power

Living In Now
“Now is all there is. Living fully in the moment is living in the Now.
Each moment is as infinitely divisible as all time. Each moment is
eternal,” etc.
CD280
Living In Now
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13280 Living In Now
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I would like to comment on your program Using The
Force. I have noticed since using this program on a daily
basis for about two weeks, that it greatly facilitated my
skills of “remote viewing.” An added positive side effect
is that it can instantly erase any feelings of stress within a
few minutes of play time. It’s one of your best efforts as far
as I am concerned.”
—A.V.A., CA

spirituality

“I am a creation of the Divine. I was created perfectly. I am in touch with
the higher power within. Only the eternal is real. I am loved,” etc.
CD231
Higher Power
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13231 Higher Power
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Using The Force

Centering
“I center my thoughts. I observe my emotions. I see good in all. I am eternal. I learn without resistance. I have all I need to be happy now,” etc.
CD202
Centering
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13202 Centering
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

The “I Am” Presence
“Father, I call forth into your presence and use your name. God. God
the Father. Knowing that it is the indwelling God principle that raises
the rate of vibration of my body and whole being,” etc.
CD268
The “I Am” Presence
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13268 The “I Am” Presence
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Energy Meditation/ Opening and Balancing Chakras
“Life energy flows through me. My energy is creative. The Spirit and
I are one. My heart chakra is open. My third eye chakra is open,” etc.
CD272
Open/Balance Chakras (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13272 Open/Balance Chakras (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Reincarnation
“I experience memories spontaneously. I see through time. I am wisdom evolving. I remember my lessons. I sense my eternality,” etc.
CD265
Remembering Past Lives (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13265 Remembering Past Lives (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Viewing Auras
“Auras are energy. I see energy. Energy fields exist in all. All is energy. I
am sensitive to energy. I feel energy. I sense energy. Colors are vivid,” etc.
CD264
Viewing Auras
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13264 Viewing Auras
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I am one with the Light. Life’s force flows through me. I sense
the Force. The Force contains all. I am one with the Force. I see
the Force,” etc.
CD204
Using the Force
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13204 Using the Force
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Awakening
“I open up. I trust my impressions. My hearing expands. My sight expands.
I see interdimensionally. I am psychic. I use it in love,” etc.
CD203
Awakening
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13203 Awakening
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Power Of The Spirit
“I am one with God. God’s spirit is my spirit. I fix my thoughts and
attention steadfastly on God and His Divine perfection,” etc.
CD263
Power of the Spirit
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13263 Power of the Spirit
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Metaphysical Oneness
“I am one with the Divine. Love is oneness. I express Divine thought and
action. I am in peace, balance, and harmony. I live in oneness,” etc.
CD205
Metaphysical Oneness (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13205 Metaphysical Oneness (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Love, Light And Life
“I am a child of God. I am loved by God. I love God. God gifted me
with life. Life is eternal. I am eternal. I accept God’s love. I am a
miracle. Love is light,” etc.
CD206
Love, Light and Life
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13206 Love, Light and Life
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Humble And Powerful

Conscious Expansion
“I am a being of the Light. I am one with the One Mind. I am one with
the Divine. I access the Divine Mind. I expand and open my mind,” etc.
CD201
Conscious Expansion
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13201 Conscious Expansion
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“I like myself. I am humble. I am unlimited. I am patient. I like all
others. I attract harmony. I attract peace. I am a child of the universe,” etc.
CD322
Humble and Powerful
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13322 Humble and Powerful
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

For information on the different formats
available, please see pages 3 and 33-36.
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Increasing Spiritual Awareness

Hyperemperia

“The All-Wise, knowing intelligence flows through me. I am
awakened. My being is unlimited and eternal. I accept my holy
being,” etc.
CD250
Spiritual Awareness
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13250 Spiritual Awareness
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
DVD109 Inspirations
(DVD, Reg. $39.95) $29.95

“I am a being of the Light. I am One with the One Mind. I access the
Divine Mind. All that I do is in love. I receive from the One Mind,” etc.
CD1202
Hyperemperia
		
(PP + audible meditation)
$39.95

Using Dreams For Problem Solving
“My dreams provide solutions. My dreams are helpful. My
dreams give me insight. I petition my dreams for help. I remind
myself at bedtime,” etc.
CD133
Dreams/Problem Solving (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13133 Dreams/Problem Solving (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CD2002 Dreams/Problem Solving (PP)
$39.95

Meditation
“It’s time to be still. Relaxed. Calm. At peace with myself and the
world around me. Allow. Breathe deeply, evenly, rhythmically. Trust
and let go,” etc.
CD128
Contact Meditation
(IT, MU only)
$27.95

23rd Psalm
“The Lord is my shepherd. I shall not want. He maketh me to lie down
in green pastures,” etc.
CD262
23rd Psalm
(IT, NA only)
$27.95

Emotional High (Feeling Connected
To The All)

Psalm 91

“All life is sacred. Life is a miracle. Life is a gift. Living is sharing.
Life is all inter-connected. The planet lives. All life shares the same
atomic nature,” etc.
CD131
Conscious Connectedness (IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13131 Conscious Connectedness (IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
CD2004
Emotional High
(PP)
$39.95

Psalms 23 and 91

“I will say of the Lord. He is my refuge and my fortress. My God, in
him I trust,” etc.
CD261
Psalm 91
(IT, MU only)
$27.95
A special two CD set with both Psalm 23 and Psalm 91.
CD1344
Psalms 23 and 91
(IT, MU and NA)

$49.00

Biblical Wisdom

Astral Projection
“My spirit is eternal. Astral travel is natural. Consciousness is energy.
Energy is mass. I am energy. My consciousness is pure energy,” etc.
CD260
Astral Projection
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13260 Astral Projection
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Synchronicity
“The universe is purposeful. Information unfolds from all things and
events. I pay attention to coincidence. I am in the one mind,” etc.
CD103
Synchronicity
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13103 Synchronicity
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

The Healing Dream:

The Asclepiad Experience
“God dwells in all. God loves all. God is love. I am a gift. I am a part
of the gift. I am whole. I am giving. I am loving. I am caring,” etc.
CD200
Healing Dream
		
(IT + audible meditation, Music only)
$27.95

The Lord’s Prayer
“Our Father, who art in Heaven, Hallowed be thy name, Thy Kingdom
come, Thy will be done, On earth as it is in Heaven,” etc.
CD267
The Lord’s Prayer
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13267 The Lord’s Prayer
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

“The Lord is my Shepherd. The truth shall set me free. The Kingdom
of Heaven is within. Judge not lest ye be judged. Man does not live by
bread alone,” etc.
CD299
Biblical Wisdom
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13299 Biblical Wisdom
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00

Developing the Sixth Sense
Two CD set. CD1: Awakening/Using the Force. CD2: Developing Psychic
Abilities. “Psychic abilities are natural. Using the sense is natural. I
accept my abilities. I am psychic I am intuitive. I am one with the
Force,” etc.
CD1328
Sixth Sense
(IT, MU and NA)
$49.00

Opening the 6th Sense
“Astral travel is natural. Auras are energy. I am sensitive to energy. I
access the Divine Mind. I am one with the Light. I see through time,”
etc.
DVD116
Opening the 6th Sense (DVD, Reg. $39.95)
$29.95

Coherence: Brain/Body Balance
“I choose to be connected. I choose to see the miracle. I have life force
energy. I have awe in my being. I create peace for myself and others,” etc.
DVD120
Coherence
(DVD, Reg. $39.95)
$29.95

Spiritual Healing
For information on the different formats
available, please see pages 3 and 33-36.
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“I am created perfectly. I am well. Divine power makes this so. Divine
energy flows through me. I am one with the Divine. I will health,” etc.
CD198
Spiritual Healing
(IT, MU or NA)
$27.95
CD13198 Spiritual Healing
(IT, MU and NA)
$44.00
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Power Imaging™

Enter a State of Deep Relaxation
Power Imaging guides you into a state of deep relaxation called “Alpha consciousness,” in which your
mind is open and receptive to suggestion. In this state, the positive self-images and goals you visualize whether to let go of anxiety and stress or,
to see yourself slender, confident, or successful, are programmed into your subconscious mind. The changes you desire begin to unfold in your
life without conscious effort. After each session, you feel relaxed and renewed, as if you have been on a mini-vacation.
Each of the Power Imaging programs combine discussion with guided visualizations, music and InnerTalk messages.

Titles Available

Power imaging / Video

Power Imaging is a very special guided imagery program. It assumes that there is a reason why you have not
been as successful in the past as you would like to be. It helps you discover the reasons behind your behavior
and once you know that, success is much easier to achieve. Power Imaging programs should be used with
headphones and require you to take time out, close your eyes and put your feet up. Power Imaging programs
should not be used when conscious attention is required like when driving a vehicle or operating machinery.

Price $27.95 ea.
(Sample affirmations can be found under the appropriate titles in the first section of this resource guide.)
CDH8001
CDH8002
CDH8003
CDH8004
CDH8005

Optimal Weight Loss
Stop Smoking Forever
Well-Being and Self-Esteem		
Power Learning and Memory 		
Free of Anxiety and Stress

CDH8006
CDH8007
CDH8008
CDH8009
CDH8010

Relax Now
Creativity is Natural
Pain Relief and Health Imaging
Personal Peace
Sports Hypnosis

Video Entrainment™
This tantalizing multi-sensory experience mesmerizes the senses and induces the bliss of an eyes-open
altered state of consciousness. It is a wonderful new method for positive change that will affect your mind
power in a way most people don’t believe is possible—let alone have ever experienced.
As you relax in front of the colorful, ever-changing geometries on your television screen, your subconscious
mind perceives the hidden visual affirmations within the patterns. And while your eyes are immersed in the
kaleidoscope of colors, your ears are bathed with pleasant, easy-listening music containing powerful InnerTalk
audio affirmations.
This incredible technology, known as Video Entrainment™, slows down brain wave activity, producing a
pleasant altered state of consciousness. Reduced brain activity is positively associated with deep states of relaxation and increased endorphin levels.
Frequency signals actually pace brain wave activity for maximum results.
You will not only enter an altered state of brain wave activity, but find yourself so relaxed, at ease and comfortable, that it may be how you both
start and end every day. Special note: The video titled Cardiac Care was developed by Eldon for patients who were recovering from open heart surgery.

Titles Available
Reg. Price $39.95 ea. Sale Price $29.95 ea.
(Sample affirmations can be found under the appropriate titles in the first section of this resource guide.)
DVD101
DVD102
DVD103
DVD104
DVD105
DVD106
DVD107
DVD108
DVD109
DVD110
DVD111

Freedom from Anger and Fear
Freedom from Stress and Anxiety
Accelerated Healing and Pain Relief
Relaxation and Esteem Building
Freedom from Depression
Successful Children/Family Dynamics
Freedom from Dental Anxiety
Powerful Immune System
Inspirations: The ‘I Am’ Presence
Ultra Success Conditioning
Cardiac Care and Recovery

DVD112
DVD113
DVD114
DVD115
DVD116
DVD117
DVD118
DVD119
DVD120
DVD121

Creative Genius
Accelerated Learning and Memory
Freedom from Addictions
Weight Loss
Opening the 6th Sense
Golf Like a Pro
Lower Blood Pressure: Relax
Powerful Salesperson
Coherence: Brain/Body Balance
Quantum Younging

1-800-964-3551 ~ www.innertalk.com
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Ozo and Echo-tech

OZO™ and Echo-Tech™
Advanced sound technologies create the most mind-expanding experience
you may have ever had!
A Quantum Leap in Sound Technology
It has long been known that meditation and biofeedback techniques can alter your brain waves
from the everyday Beta state into deeper Alpha and Theta states where a sense of utter well-being,
intuition and creativity are triggered. With OZO and Echo-Tech, you don’t have to spend years of
practice in meditation or expensive biofeedback training to reach these heightened states.
Recorded with InnerTalk’s neuro-entrainment matrix of special tones, echo effects and brain
wave frequencies delivered to each hemisphere of your brain with the use of headphones, OZO
and Echo Tech automatically synchronize your brain waves in the Alpha/ Theta range.
OZO’s Command Coaching or Echo-Tech’s Gentle Suggestion?
The OZO programs are recorded with authoritative verbal coaching, reinforced by affirmations to imprint both your conscious and
subconscious mind with positive commands. The Echo-Tech series takes a more gentle, supportive approach and uses the beautiful music of
renowned composer Steven Halpern to soothe you into a highly receptive state to absorb gentle verbal coaching.

What do OZO and Echo-Tech programs sounds like?
On both programs you hear a voice telling you that you are capable, it’s OK to succeed, you can do it, etc. On OZO, the voice is very commanding
and authoritative, stirring you to action. On Echo-Tech, the voice is gentle and supportive. In the background you’ll hear relaxing music containing
our patented InnerTalk subliminal messages. The presentation on both is uniquely dramatic and fun, making it seem like you are in an echo chamber,
surrounded by encouraging and/ or commanding words, sound tones and soothing music. The three-dimensional echo effects, combined with
alternating sounds going from one ear to the other, help balance the right and left hemispheres of the brain and create a lasting impression, even
from the very first listening. These powerful programs are an ideal complement to InnerTalk subliminal and Power Imaging programs.
OZO and Echo-Tech are sister technologies in that they both consist of InnerTalk affirmations, tones and frequencies. The tones and frequencies
help you to relax by altering brain wave activity and thereby increase your ability to absorb the affirmations. Both OZO and Echo-Tech also contain
audible coaching. The resulting effect is that the InnerTalk affirmations change the way in which you talk to yourself and the audible coaching makes
you feel as though you are surrounded by people encouraging you. The difference between the two is that the audible coaching on OZO is forceful
and authoritarian and the tones and frequencies are energizing, whereas on Echo-Tech, the audible coaching is gentle and supportive while the tones
and frequencies are relaxing and calming.
You should also note that, while everyone enjoys the Echo-Tech format, it is generally only the seriously competitive individuals who prefer the
OZO format.

Titles Available

Price $27.95 ea.
(Sample affirmations can be found under the appropriate titles in the first section of this resource guide.)
OZO™ Compact Discs
CDOZO101
CDOZO102
CDOZO103
CDOZO104
CDOZO105
CDOZO106
CDOZO107
CDOZO108
CDOZO109
CDOZO110
CDOZO111
CDOZO112
CDOZO113
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Success
Health and Healing
Soaring Self-Confidence
Optimum Weight Loss
Stop Smoking Now
Experience Inner Peace
Optimum Fitness
Excelling at Sports
Maximum Motivation
Overcoming Addictions
Accelerated Learning
Boundless Joy
End Procrastination

Echo-Tech™ Compact Discs
CDE9901
CDE9902
CDE9903
CDE9904
CDE9905
CDE9906
CDE9908
CDE9909

Weight Loss
Powerful Esteem
Stop Smoking
Learn Easily
Stress Free
Co-Dependent Patterns
Have It All
Ending Self-Destructive Patterns

NOTE:
OZO, Echo-Tech and Power Imaging must be used with
headphones, and should not be used when conscious
attention is required, such as when driving a vehicle or
operating machinery. These program can be used once
or twice a day!

Buy 4 Get 1 Free. . .
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Power Sets

Titles Available

Price $49.00 set.
(Sample affirmations can be found under the appropriate titles in the first section of this resource guide.)
CD24401
CD24402
CD24403
CD24404
CD24405
CD24406
CD24407
CD24408
CD24409
CD24410
CD24411
CD24412
CD24413
CD24414
CD24415
CD24416

Success Power
Younger and Healthier
Strong Confidence
Weight Loss Now
Freedom from Smoking
Peace and Serenity
Fit and Athletic
Sports: Mentally Fit
Motivated
Learning Power
End Procrastination
Living in Joy
Soaring Self-Esteem
Stop Self Sabotage
Stress Free Living
End Codependence

(OZO Success, InnerTalk Ultra Success Power)
(OZO Health and Healing, InnerTalk Quantum Younging)
(OZO Confidence, InnerTalk Confidence)
(Echo-Tech Weight Loss, InnerTalk Weight Loss)
(Echo-Tech Stop Smoking, InnerTalk Freedom from Cigarettes)
(OZO Self Peace, InnerTalk Serenity)
(OZO Fitness, InnerTalk Joy of Exercise)
(OZO Sports, InnerTalk Winning Sports Performance)
(OZO Motivated, InnerTalk Ultra Enthusiasm)
(Echo-Tech Learn Easily, InnerTalk Accelerated Learning)
(OZO Procrastination, InnerTalk No More Procrastination)
(OZO Joy, InnerTalk Joyous Day)
(Echo-Tech Esteem, InnerTalk High Self Esteem)
(Echo-Tech End Self Destructive Patterns, InnerTalk End Self Destructive Patterns)
(Echo-Tech Stress Free, InnerTalk Freedom from Stress)
(Echo-Tech Co-dependent Patterns, InnerTalk End Codependence)

power sets / mp3

Power Sets include one headphone only program (CD 1) using tones and frequencies together with fully
audible verbal coaching (as with OZO and Echo-Tech, for a description see previous page) and one InnerTalk
program (CD 2) using a nature sound track. Power Sets get you started with that right now “I feel it” response
from using program one and back it up with our patented and proven thought modification technology to
reinforce and sustain the change.

InnerTalk® MP3 CD Programs
Each of these CDs are categorized, and packed with four powerful programs in MP3 format. Play them wherever you go, on your computer or
your MP3 player. Drop the files on your desktop at the office and take the CD home for use there. The versatility of the MP3 format is incredible.
Plus, we have used a special algorithm to insure that the compression has not deteriorated the quality of the InnerTalk subliminal affirmations by
adding noise to the signal/noise ratio or by compressing the format in such a way as to deteriorate essential information when reducing bit rate data.
Compare, if you purchased these titles separately as CDs they would cost $111.80—our special offer price is only $48. Try them—you’ll love them!

Titles Available

$111.80 value for only $48.00 ea.
(Sample affirmations can be found under the appropriate titles in the first section of this resource guide.
All programs come in Music only.)
MP301:
MP302:
MP303:
MP304:
MP305:
MP306:
MP307:

Success Series
Genius Learning
Personal Peace
Young People
Magnetic Personality
Athletics and Sports
Creativity

(IT: Ultra Enthusiasm, Millionaire Orbit, Ending Procrastination and I am a Communicator)
(IT: Powerful Memory, Accelerated Learning, I am a Great Reader and Word Power)
(IT: Soaring Self Esteem, Freedom from Stress, Serenity and Forgiving and Letting Go)
(IT: Respect and Good Manners, Joy of School, Stress in School and Honesty)
(IT: Positive Mental Attitude, Magnetic Personality, I am Cooperative and I am Charismatic)
(IT: Winning Sports Performance, Joy of Exercise and Being Fit, Confidence Power and Firm Body)
(IT: Infinitely Creative, Visualization, Concentration and Using Both Halves of the Brain)

GUARANTEE: Our new MP3 CDs are guaranteed to be free of defects in materials.
Should you receive a defective MP3 CD, we will replace it free. This is our only MP3
CD guarantee. There is no exchange or returns except as provided above.

1-800-964-3551 ~ www.innertalk.com
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platinum plus

Platinum Plus™
This is one of our most complicated technologies—complicated to explain but not to use. Our Platinum
Plus programs are designed for headphone only use. They have been called a shortcut to the years and years
of training normally required in order to obtain states associated with advance meditation. They offer an
experience that will take you to new insights and adventures within. Platinum Plus includes the best of the
best of cutting edge tools. As a quick overview, this series incorporates the following:
1. The Proven Whole Brain InnerTalk patented method to insure the best results.
2. New PHI ratio generated sound signature to facilitate coherent emotional and brain states. (Recursive
Golden Mean geometry).
3. Patterned mantra intonations to assist in producing a peaceful state of relaxation and balance.
4. Neuro matrix sound patterns to entrain brain wave activity bringing it within the optimal learning
range. (Alpha brain wave pattern).
5. Radionic rates encoded via computer generated signals believed to assist in training or refreshing nervous system memories. (Sympathetic
resonance).
6. Direct pathway commands: I can, I will, I choose, I have, I love, I create, I enjoy...
7. Egoless and neuro emotional affirmations.
8. Special healing sound track and more!

Titles Available

Price $39.95 ea.
CD2001
CD2002
CD2003
CD2004
CD2005
		
CD2006
CD2007

(Sample affirmations can be found under the appropriate titles in the first section of this resource guide.)
Bliss: Coherent Emotion
CD2008 On Fire with a Passion for Life
Dream Petitioning (Using Dreams for Answers)
CD2009 Creativity
Fountain of Youth (Remembering Youth to be Young)
CD1202 Hyperemperia (PP with audible meditation)
Emotional High (Feeling Connected to the All)
Building Your Personal Icon
SPECIAL OFFER
(Actualizing Your Talents & Gifts)
Buy all 10 Platinum Plus CDs for one low
The Power of Manifesting Your Vision
price of $279.00 (Item #CD2010)
Living the MLM Dream

NOTE: Platinum Plus must be used with headphones, and should not be used when conscious attention is required, such as when
driving a vehicle or operating machinery. These program can be used once or twice a day!

Special Collections at Special Prices!
Powerful Sales Collection

- Selling Yourself!
Build the confidence and acquire the skills to be the best salesperson—
without ‘high-pressure’ and other tasteless techniques. Titles
include—OZO: Success and Motivated Now. InnerTalk: Selling and Closing
and Networking for Sales. The collection also includes two booklets
regarding the basics of Powerful Selling and Closing.
A135CD
4 Compact Disc Collection (Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

Child Guidance

Collection
Children love these programs and they have no idea they are learning
some key fundamentals at the same time. Titles include—all three
of our Child Guidance lecture programs (Why?, Leadership and Wise
Choices and Miracle of Life) on one CD, in addition to InnerTalk:
I Can: For Children.
CD1341
2 CD Collection (Reg. $54.95)
$49.00

Public Speaking Collection
Approach every public speaking event with poise and confidence. Know that you will express yourself clearly, present your
points persuasively and convey success. Learn to enjoy public speaking! Titles include—InnerTalk: I am a Communicator
and Performance Anxiety. Echo Tech: Esteem. OZO: Confidence.
A137CD
4 Compact Disc Collection (Reg. $111.80)
$79.00
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Special Collections at Special Prices!

Maximum Weight Loss Collection

Soaring Self Esteem Collection

Use this powerful combination of programs to reach your weight loss goal
even faster. Titles include—InnerTalk: Weight Loss. Echo-Tech and OZO:
Weight Loss. Power Imaging: Weight Loss.
A120CD 4 Compact Disc Collection (Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

When you feel good about yourself, the rest of your life just seems
to work better. Titles include—InnerTalk: Esteem. Power Imaging:
Esteem. OZO: Self Peace. Echo-Tech: Esteem.
A128CD 4 Compact Disc Collection (Reg. $111.80) $79.00

Creating A Loving Relationship

Peaceful Sleep Collection

Collection
With the fast pace of today’s life-style, finding and maintaining a loving
relationship can be difficult. Increase the odds in your favor with this
wonderful album. Titles include—InnerTalk: Enhancing Romance,
Intimacy and Love, Confidence With The Opposite Sex. Echo-Tech:
Codependent No More. OZO: Personal Peace.
A121CD 4 Compact Disc Collection (Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

Forever Free Of Cigarettes Collection
InnerTalk affirmations change the thinking patterns which have you
reaching for the next cigarette; audible coaching programs both support
your efforts and encourage you, while a special guided imagery program
helps you discover the real reasons behind your habit. Titles include—
InnerTalk: Stop Smoking. OZO: Stop Smoking. Echo Tech: Stop Smoking.
Power Imaging: Stop Smoking Forever.
A122CD 4 Compact Disc Collection (Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

Deep Relaxation Collection
Use this collection of technologies and learn to let go of all the tension and
pressure from the day. Titles include—Power Imaging: Relax Now and
Personal Peace. Echo-Tech: Stress Free. Innertalk: Relaxation.
A123CD 4 Compact Disc Collection (Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

Pain Management and Relief Collection
When you really need help controlling pain, try this collection. Put the
awesome powers of the mind to work for you, not against you! Titles
include—InnerTalk Natural Pain Relief. OZO: Health and Healing. Power
Imaging: Pain Relief & Health Imaging and Personal Peace.
A124CD 4 Compact Disc Collection (Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

Stress Management Collection
Relieve your anxiety, reduce stress and experience serenity. Play them
while you sleep and awake the next day refreshed and well rested. Titles
include—InnerTalk: Serenity. Power Imaging: Anxiety and Stress. OZO:
Peace. Echo Tech: Stress Free.
A126CD 4 Compact Disc Collection (Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

End bad dreams, sleep more soundly and enjoy some serenity. Titles
include—InnerTalk: Peaceful Sleep, Ending Bad Dreams. Power
Imaging: Relax and Personal Peace.
A127CD 4 Compact Disc Collection (Reg. $111.80) $79.00

Optimum Sports Collection
The perfect collection of programs to have you more disciplined,
regardless of which sport you play. Titles include—InnerTalk: Winning
Sports Performance. OZO: Optimum Fitness and Excel at Sports. Power
Imaging: Sports Hypnosis.
A130CD
4 Compact Disc Collection (Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

overcoming Substance Abuse

Collection
Shake chemical dependency forever. Reset your mind and habits with this
collection. Titles include—InnerTalk: Freedom from Substance Abuse,
Impulse Control. Echo-Tech: End Codependent Patterns. OZO: Peace.
A131CD 4 Compact Disc Collection (Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

Learning is Fun-damental Collection
Learn quickly and easily with the tools which have helped many people
achieve their goals. Titles include—InnerTalk: Accelerated Learning.
Power Imaging: Accelerated Learning. Echo Tech and OZO: Learning
Made Easy & Fun.
A132CD 4 Compact Disc Collection (Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

Success Collection

- For a Fast Success Boost!
Manage information overload and stress, increase productivity, enhance
creativity, instill soaring confidence, be motivated and prosperous. Titles
include—InnerTalk: Ultra Success Power. Echo Tech: Have It All. OZO:
Soaring Self-Confidence and Success.
A134CD 4 Compact Disc Collection (Reg. $111.80)
$79.00

For information on the different formats available, please see pages 3 and 33-36.
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Collections

For those of you who are really serious about achieving your goals as quickly as possible, we have put together collections featuring multiple
technologies. All of our programs use the patented and proven InnerTalk technology, but combining these with additional technologies can lead
to rapid and incredible results. While the use of these additional technologies invariably means that the programs require dedicated time for
their use, they also provide a ‘right now’ result. Each of the collections consists of 4 different programs, which we are happy to offer to you at
a significantly reduced price.
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Bring Eldon’s Training Into Your Own Home
Books and dvds

In December 2005, Eldon spoke at the Putra Trade Center in Malaysia. For one full day, he spoke to a packed audience
and a number of dignitaries including the former First Lady of Malaysia. He taught them of the inner workings of their
own minds, told them of the process by which he developed his patented InnerTalk technology, revealed glimpses of his
past that shaped the man he became, but most importantly, gave them the real tools to live a truly successful life. Now
you can see this presentation for yourself. Available on DVD - the Change Without Thinking seminar that formed the
basis of his New York Times best seller, Choices and Illusions and that cost several hundred dollars to attend in person.
B128

Change Without Thinking

(3 DVD set)

Self-Hypnosis and
Subliminal Technology

What If?

The Challenge of Self-Realization
What if you awoke tomorrow with
amnesia—no memory of who you are, what
your likes and dislikes are and so on. Would
you be the same person? What if, as in the movie
The Matrix, you discovered that everything
was a simulation and you were just a programmed component? What if
everything you believed was false? Who would you be then?
By using everyday situations and guiding you through numerous thought
experiments, Eldon peals back the layers and reveals the dissonance in
much of our thinking, beliefs, desires and choices. Fortunately Eldon
does not leave it there. In What If? Eldon provides some concrete tool
and techniques for you to discover the true ‘you.’
B131P
What If
(Book - Paperback)
$13.95

Everybody has some character trait he
or she would like to change, and there are
many techniques available to facilitate these
changes. Unfortunately, many of them are
either impractical or expensive—or both! Most
people are somewhat familiar with hypnosis
and subliminal technology but are reluctant to use them as serious selfhelp tools. In large part this is due to the fact that they’ve been mired in
mystique, urban legend, and disinformation. The truth is that both selfhypnosis and subliminal communication are backed by extensive research
that demonstrates their efficacy. More important, once learned, they can
be customized for any situation and used almost anytime and anywhere.
Join Eldon Taylor on your own self-improvement exploration using the
tools in this book and on the accompanying CD. Experience hypnosis and
subliminal patterning for yourself!
B134H Self-Hypnosis & Sub. Tech. (Book + CD - Hardcover) $17.95

Just Be

Simple Things And Simple
Thoughts
If thoughts are atomic, then Simple Things and
Simple Thoughts is nuclear energy compacted into a
few words that set off chain reactions in the reader’s
mind. Sometimes emotionally penetrating, sometimes
thought provoking, it always succinctly states what we
often need to say to ourselves. Topics include: friends,
consciousness, problems, education, victims, death, forgiveness, and
much more.
B056
Simple Things and Simple Thoughts (Book) $8.95

B116

Mind, Meaning
and Mysteries - DVD

DVD201

Join Eldon as he takes you on a journey through
the workings of your mind and beyond. Share in
the systematic approach he undertook in order
to discover the purpose and meaning to his own
life, and apply the same principles to your life.
The process is fascinating and the outcome is
life-changing.
Mind, Meaning and Mysteries
(DVD) $19.95
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Unbelievably low price of $24.95

A little country common sense can go a long way
even when exploring the mysteries of life. Dr. Taylor
says this is his favorite book. This book will tickle the
funny bone, cause you to pause and reflect, lead you
into the depths of the mystery of creation and inspire
and excite you...all while entertaining in a “I couldn’t
put it down” way.
Just BE
(Book)
$8.95

Programming the Nation

DVD202

Director, Jeff Warrick, leads this documentary journey
through the subconscious mind while exploring the
alleged usage of subliminal messaging in advertising,
music, film, television, anti-theft devices, political
propaganda, military psychological operations, and
advanced weapons development, to determine if such
tactics have succeeded in Programming The Nation?
Programming The Nation DVD
$19.95

Buy 4 Get 1 Free. . .

(free item must be of equal or lesser value)
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“What Does That Mean? goes far beyond ‘exploring mind,
meaning and mysteries’! It’s a deeply satisfying and divinely
inspired book that will not only explain so many uncertainties; it will also heal many a tattered soul. Both scientific and
spiritual, strong and soft, spell binding and soothing . . . this
is a must read!”
—Crystal Andrus,
author of Simply . . . Woman!

books

What Does That Mean?
Exploring Mind, Meaning and
Mysteries.
Enlightenment isn’t something that can just be handed
to you. The closest thing to it that you can receive are
thoughts and questions that can lead you inward in
the search for meaning. What Does That Mean? is
full of just such catalysts. Some insights you may have
thought of and then forgotten, and others you may
have experienced but simply not appreciated.
B129P What Does That Mean?
(Book - Paperback) $15.95

Mind Programming:

“Brainwashing and marketing are big business; and your precious
mind is a coveted commodity. In this book Eldon Taylor exposes all
and tells you how to take your power back and be free to become
your own best self. Eldon is really a master!”
—Joan Borysenko, Ph.D.,
author of Your Soul’s Compass
Eldon’s New York Times best seller:
Now- Revised, Updated and Expanded!

From Persuasion and Brainwashing to Self-Help and
Practical Metaphysics
Mind Programming is a riveting expose on the
plethora of research that has been carried out simply
to discover ways to control your every thought and
desire and provides the tools to take back control
and reprogram your own mind. Included is a mind-training InnerTalk
CD, designed to assist you in finding balance in your life today. You were
not meant to be the product of another’s manipulation, whether in attitude
and mood or in ambition and consumption.
B130P Mind Programming (Book +CD - Paperback )
$15.95

Choices and Illusions:

How Did I Get Where I Am and
How Do I Get Where I Want To Be?
Choices and Illusions tells the story of one man’s
journey into the workings of the human mind and
our reason for being. The adventure is every bit as
exciting as the best of scientific discoveries. Eldon
Taylor’s approach is pragmatic, and his conclusions
are inspirational and soul enhancing. Along the
journey you’ll hear fantastic stories of divine intervention, see why you
think and do what you don’t wish to do, and understand the very clear
message that it is never too late to be happy and succeed, regardless of
your past actions.
B117R-H

Choices and Illusions

“Read this book! We are living at a time when people are searching
for answers to fundamental questions in their lives. This book can
be, if applied, a road map to personal enlightenment and empowerment. I believe it can ‘tune in’ the frequency you are currently
operating on. More important, it helps you to see that you can
manifest a change.”
—John Edward,
psychic medium and host of John Edward Cross Country

(Book + CD - Hardback) 24.95

I Believe:

“A new view of mind and consciousness is arising from within
science and psychology. This emerging picture honors the power
of belief, meaning, and purpose, and brings with it stunning possibilities of human potential. Eldon Taylor’s I Believe is an inviting,
no-nonsense invitation to experience this domain for yourself.
—Larry Dossey, MD,
author of Reinventing Medicine, and Healing Words

When What you believe matters!
What you believe can and does have a huge impact
on the quality of your life—from success in business
to success in relationships, from your ability to learn
and master new subjects to your ability to heal your
own body. But have you ever stopped to consider your
own beliefs—to truly examine them and decide for
yourself if they are serving you or sabotaging you? Live a better life, today!
B133P
I Believe
(Book + CD - Paperback)
$16.95

1-800-964-3551 ~ www.innertalk.com
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books and echofone

Wellness:

Just A State Of Mind?
Is it possible that we choose our illnesses in
ok
E-Bo
a subconscious way to avoid conflict? To gain
attention? To punish ourselves? According to
Dr. Taylor’s research these factors all play an
important part in illness. What’s more, Dr. Taylor
also draws attention to a startling observation from his work with
cancer patients; when the patient’s doctor did not support the idea
of the patient’s mind having a role in their wellness, the patient died
regardless of the treatment used.
Now downloadable from Amazon or Barnes and Noble.

Thinking Without Thinking
Much has been learned about the workings of the
subconscious mind, but why is it being kept a secret?
What do certain groups have to gain by exploiting this
ok
E-Bo
knowledge? What can you do about it? How can you
turn it to your advantage? Thinking Without Thinking presents undeniable evidence that not only is
subliminal communication being used against your
knowledge, but that there may also be a conspiracy to conceal
the truth. This book will not only shock and anger you, it will also
give you the ability to fight back. Now downloadable: go to www.
mindmint.com

Little Black Book
Hundreds of years ago a Sufi master stated that “the value of a book is in what it does . . . not what it says.” Consciousness
is. The Little Black Book is an amazing little book that says it all.
B038 The Little Black Book
(Booklet)
$2.00

InnerTalk plus the Echofone
Advanced Learning System Using Spatial Technology
Great for use with...
• Sound Therapy • Learning (languages, lectures, etc.) • Light & Sound Machines • Accelerated Meditation
This new unltrasonic listening system extends your hearing perception to sounds which are ordinarily well above your
hearing range. Incoming high-frequency sounds are converted to ultrasound and played through transducers which
are mounted on headphones and contact your skin in front of your ears. The ultrasound then travels through your skin into the brain, where it is
interpreted as sound. The high-frequency range stereo headphones provide a full-spectrum audio experience. Indeed, simultaneously processing
sound through the skin and the auditory network is believed to increase the pathways involved in information processing thereby enhancing retention.

Feed the Brain and the Body through the Ear.
The Echofone ensures that the healing effect of music or InnerTalk subliminals reach the psychological level of human hearing in the body, by
reproducing the fine structural information which is contained in music’s overtones (high-frequency tones that you may not notice). It accomplishes
this by providing a micro-massage to the middle ear and stimulation to the inner ear, therefore enhancing alertness in the temporal lobe of the human
brain, and profoundly energizing and invigorating our ears, brain and body, thus having a direct effect on the emotions of the listener.

What You Get...
User’s Guide ~ Echofone Amplifier ~ Ultrasound Transducers ~ Adjustable Headband ~ 110V AC Adapter ~ Audio Cable
Headphone Adaptor ~ Digital Headphones + Free InnerTalk Genius Power CD (a $27.95 Value!)

Purchase Yours Today! $429 Shipping charges apply.
EF001 - Package Retail Value $476.95

Note: Electronics are covered by the manufacturers’ guarantees only. Electronic items, books and items not solely produced or published by InnerTalk/Progressive Awareness Research, Inc. are non refundable. This includes, but is not limited to, book and CD sets,
books on CD, lecture CD programs and language learning programs.

“I use an Echofone with much success. For about two hours after use I’m almost brilliant, ok, ok, at least the insights are... It
does help me thinkmore clearly with greater self-realizations and insights into others. VERY vivid dreams - wow, the colors. Did
you ever see that Dick Tracy movie? Yep,those are the colors. Also, the content of my dreams seem to be more ‘productive.’ This
is with a theta brainwave CD. And since I started using InnerTalk Lucid Dream CD with the Echofone I have at least two lucid
dreams every night, sometimes up to five.”
—B.B., NM
40
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InnerTalk plus Hypno-Peripheral Processing
Hypno-Peripheral Processing (HPP) is an advanced psycho-technology developed by Lloyd Glauberman, Ph.D.—a stress expert and practicing
clinical psychologist. HPP combines the powerful techniques of Dr. Milton Erickson (the father of modern hypnotherapy) and Neuro Linguistic
Programming (a complex system of subconscious communication techniques). Each program is designed to gently overload a listener’s conscious
mind by simultaneously feeding a different, parable-like story into each ear. This leads to a deep state of relaxation ideal for absorbing the positive
suggestions contained on the programs.

hpp

According to Eldon Taylor, Lloyd Glauberman is a genius who has developed a unique approach to hypnotherapy that is both enjoyable and
powerful! Now, they have teamed up to bring you this all-new experience!
The HPP programs are designed to be used once a day. You may purchase the HPP program by itself or you can supercharge its effects by
adding the Recommended InnerTalk CDs (RICD), which can be played as often as you wish. The Super-Charged InnerTalk Bundles (SCITB) are
offered at reduced prices.

Titles Available

Changing Emotions

Motivational Weight Loss

Sales Mastery

A stress management program designed to
cope with anxiety, depression and anger. RICD:
High Self Esteem and Releasing Anger.

Learn to eat less effortlessly, eat healthier, and
exercise at a pace and in a way that you can
enjoy. RICD: Optimal Weight Loss and Joy of
Exercise.

Learn to influence customers, compete with
peers and close sales. RICD: Powerful Selling and
Closing and Charismatic.

HPP01
SCITB1

2HPP CDs
2HPP + 2IT CDS

$39.95
$88.00

Procrastination

HPP06
SCITB6

2HPP CDs
2HPP + 2IT CDS

$39.95
$88.00

HPP11
SCITB11

2HPP CDs
2HPP + 2IT CDS

Meditative Relaxation

Learn to break through internal barriers so
you can start as well as finish projects. RICD:
Enthusiastic and Motivated and No More
Procrastination.

Breaking Through
Creative Blocks
Use your unconscious mind’s ability to find that
new idea effortlessly. RICD: Creativity.

HPP12
SCITB12

HPP02
SCITB2

HPP07
SCIB7

Personal Power

2 HPP CDs
2HPP + 2IT CDS

$39.95
$88.00

Feel Better: Mind/Body
Connections

1HPP CD
1HPP + 1IT CD

The ultimate stress management program. RICD:
Coherent Emotion.

$22.00
$44.00

Power Communication

Tap into your body’s wisdom and utilize its
ability to restore balance and harmony. RICD:
Powerful Immune and Accelerated Healing.

The ultimate verbal communication program.
Speak more effectively in small or large groups
as well as in one on one relationships. RICD:
Communicator.

HPP03
SCITB3

HPP08
SCITB8

2 HPP CDs
2HPP + 2IT CDS

$39.95
$88.00

Quest For Excellence
Set appropriate goals for yourself and then
tap your mind’s ability to relax and perform
well under pressure. RICD: Goal Power and
Organized and Efficient.
HPP04
SCITB4

2 HPP CDs
2HPP + 2IT CDS

$39.95
$88.00

Personal Ecology

1HPP CD
1HPP + 1IT CD

$22.00
$44.00

Tick-Tock: Creative Time
Management
Program your unconscious mind to prioritize,
organize, and follow through. RICD: Time
Management and Strategic Planning and Peak
Performance.
HPP09
SCITB9

2HPP CDs
2HPP + 2IT CDS

$39.95
$88.00

Develop confidence, assertiveness and self
respect. RICD: Confidence and Assertive.

Money, Wealth and
Prosperity

HPP05
SCITB5

Use your innate personal power to take charge
of your financial life. RICD: Prosperity and
Abundance and Money Management.

2HPP CDs
2HPP + 2IT CDS

$39.95
$88.00

HPP10
SCITB10

2HPP CDs
2HPP + 2IT CDS

1HPP CD
1HPP + 1IT CD

$22.00
$44.00

Maintain you inner balance while dealing with
life’s difficult transitions. RICD: Accepting
Change.
HPP13
SCITB13

1HPP CD
1HPP + 1IT CD

$22.00
$44.00

Peak Experience
Tap into your spiritual energy and improve performance in key areas of you life. RICD: Using
The Force.
HPP14
SCITB14

1HPP CD
1HPP + 1IT CD

$22.00
$44.00

Soul Mates
Communicate more effectively with your partner.
RICD: Enhancing Romance, Intimacy and Love.
HPP15
SCITB15

1HPP CD
1HPP + 1IT CD

$22.00
$44.00

$39.95
$88.00

1-800-964-3551 ~ www.innertalk.com
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using innertalk

InnerTalk®~ Your Personal Coach
The patented InnerTalk subliminal technology has repeatedly been demonstrated effective as a training method for self-talk. Each of us
has a stream of inner talk or self talk which can either enhance our abilities and help us perform to our highest capability or drastically limit
our abilities to the degree that it can sabotage our own efforts.
InnerTalk affirmations are presented in such a way that they offer optimal training of both halves of the brain simultaneously. Soon you
will find that your own inner talk reflects the affirmations on the program and the effects become obvious. Think about it for a moment. If your
self-talk is full of negativity such as, “I’m no good, I can’t do it, I am fed up, I hate my life,” and so on, then you must be having a pretty bad
day. If that self-talk was replaced with, “I am good. I know I can do it. I am happy. I love life,” then it is easy to see how much better your
day would be.

At Progressive Awareness, we offer an extensive line of products so that you can design your own inner talk training course. While InnerTalk
programs are relatively easy to use, as you can simply play them in the background as you go about your day, they do not do the “doing” for
you. All InnerTalk can do is provide you with a powerful training mechanism to assist you in revealing the “real” you. Progressive Awareness
has specialized in providing leading edge personal coaching tools for over 20 years. We have hundreds of thousands of satisfied customers
world wide, who believe that the InnerTalk personal coaching method has helped them to significantly improve the quality of their lives. Their
personal achievements range from improved relationships to the alleviation of sicknesses, from weight loss to parenting skills. While we would
love to be able to take credit for transforming their lives, we have to say
that the real credit belongs to each and every one of them and the amazing
power of their minds.
Wouldn’t you like to find out the true powers of your own mind?
How far can you go? How high is “up” for you? What could you do if you
only but believed? Take a look at the science behind our technology, see
how independent researchers tested our technology and demonstrated
its efficacy, read the samples of testimonials and then ask yourself if you
wish to take responsibility for your own mind. If the answer is yes, then
InnerTalk is for you. Decide the area you would like to focus on first,
find the title that fits your goals, take a look at the sample affirmations
on the program and ask yourself if this kind of inner talk would help you
achieve your goal. Be specific about what it is you are trying to achieve.
For example, most people find that our Optimal Weight Loss program
is extremely effective at retraining their self-talk and helping form habits
that are more conducive to the goals of losing weight. However, if you
already do all the right things (eat properly, drink lots of water, and so on)
and still find it hard to lose weight, then maybe you want to focus more
specifically on using the powers of your mind to access the mind/body
connection, get active, exercise and speed up your metabolism instead.
Using Metabolism To Melt Fat Away may therefore be a more appropriate
program for you. The point is--you must take responsibility for what it
is you wish to change in yourself and choose your InnerTalk programs
accordingly. If you do not have a self-esteem problem, then you will not
feel any different when using our High Self Esteem program. If on the
other hand, you have a poor self-image and you speak negatively about
yourself to yourself, then you should be very happy with the way High Self
Esteem works for you. Remember, it is the power of your own mind that
does the “doing” for you. InnerTalk simply helps you train your mind to
perform at peak efficiency.
You should also be aware that, due to the large body of scientific
evidence in this field, the philosophy of Progressive Awareness promotes
the belief in a higher power. We do not make any judgments about your
spiritual path, and offer no guidance in that area at all. However, a belief
in a higher power, whatever you choose to call that higher power, has been
shown to help in increasing longevity, health, happiness and contentment.
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InnerTalk simply trains
your mind to perform at
peak efficiency.

Many of our programs do therefore refer to a higher power. While the word
“God” may be used, it is used in a very general way and in no way tries to
promote a specific religious path. It is simply the term well known in the
western world. The subconscious mind is very smart and it is the belief in
a higher power, not the specific name used that gives our programs that
extra edge. If you are atheistic, you may prefer not to use our programs.
Most other religious groups should have no problem with our programs.
However, if there is any question, then simply seek the guidance of your
own spiritual leader.
In the same vein, while we offer a number of programs like Weight
Loss or Stop Smoking, again this is not to say that we are promoting these
life styles. Our goal is very simply to help our customers achieve their own,
very personal goals, and if losing weight is important to you, then we have
the tools to help you achieve that goal.
We should probably make it clear as well that although we have a
number of programs that are health related, our programs do not actually
“do” anything, they simply train your own self-talk. It is your mind and
its connection with the body that does the “doing.” Our programs are in
no way a replacement for professional health care and are not a medical
device or modality.
So if you are ready to take responsibility for your own personal
growth, if you believe in the power of the mind, if you wish to experience
yourself at your own personal best, then InnerTalk is for you.

www.innertalk.com
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InnerTalk®~ The Missing Element

Simply telling yourself that you are good, brilliant, capable, a genius
etc. simply does not do it. Think about it. What was your inner talk saying to
you as you read that statement? A common response often says “yeah, yeah,
who are you trying to kid, I am just little old me, I cannot do great things.”
That is not to say that there is not a time and place for verbal affirmations,
only that there is a component missing. The very same component that is
missing from the very best of self help books and techniques - the element
known as true self belief.
InnerTalk has been created as a personal coaching method for you to
practice positive self talk in such a way that the aspect of you that sabotages
your best efforts cannot argue against it. The affirmations appear to be
coming from within you; they become a natural part of your own self-talk.
InnerTalk programs are relatively easy to use. In most instances you simply
put them on and play them in the background as you go about your day.
You may be aware of soft speech in the background, but most of the time
you will not hear the actual affirmations, although occasionally some of
them may sound more obvious.
InnerTalk is perfect for use on its own or as a complement to any
other self-help technique. Simply decide what it is you wish to achieve
and find the title with the appropriate affirmations to help you achieve
your goal. If you have read a book such as Think And Grow Rich and
want to put the principles into practice, then work with Millionaire
Orbit. You will be amazed at how much easier it is to stick to your new
resolutions. Regardless of which self-help approach you like to use, using
complementary InnerTalk programs will make it exponentially more
powerful. (For this reason, we have now introduced our “InnerTalk Plus”
bundles. Periodically we will offer products by other authors and pair
them with InnerTalk programs that will both complement and enhance
them. These bundles may be available for limited periods only, or only
while stocks last. For now these bundles will only be available through
our catalog. See page 41 for our current Bundles offerings.)

But back to the original question - will InnerTalk make us “perfect.”
The answer to that can best be answered by the question: How high is up?
Most people on the path for self improvement find that while they begin with
one specific goal, when that goal has been achieved there is yet another
goal to achieve. We have customers who have been with us ever since we
started producing the patented Whole Brain InnerTalk programs. They
all say that InnerTalk has improved the quality of their lives, improved
it immensely, but that just makes the whole journey of self-actualization
even more fun!

For More Information
Tune into Eldon’s radio show:
Provocative Enlightenment
Provocative Enlightenment is receiving rave reviews. To
experience these fascinating conversations for yourself, simply tune
in. For more details, please go to: www.provocativeenlightenment.com.
For advance notice of the show lineup, please subscribe to Eldon’s
InnerTalk InTouch e-newsletter.

Subscribe to Eldon’s
InnerTalk InTouch
Eldon’s InnerTalk InTouch e-newsletter features articles that
empower, breaking news in mind/body wellness, information about
upcoming events and numerous special offers that are not offered
anywhere else. To subscribe for free, please go to: 		
www.eldontaylor.com.

1-800-964-3551
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using innertalk

But why do we even need this InnerTalk technology? There are so many other self-help methods out there, ranging from lectures, seminars,
and training courses to music and exercise. None of them, however, deal with the real “you.” The “you” inside that somehow doubts your own
ability to do something, or questions your right to be successful, maybe believes that prosperity is a bad thing and on and on. We have all read
wonderfully inspirational books, or attended some amazing seminar, or learned some wonderful new technique. At the end of the seminar, or
book or whatever, we vow that we will make some changes and thereby be able to hold onto this new “me” who is capable of achieving so much
more. And some of us do put these things into practice, at least for a while. But somehow, the old habits come back into play for the best of
reasons. We don’t have the time to do it, it is not our fault, and there are too many other competing demands on our time. But the best excuses in
the world will not help us achieve our real goals. Unfortunately there is an aspect within each of us that seems to like sabotaging our best efforts,
some element deep within that really believes that there is nothing we can do to improve our lives anyway, so why bother. Maybe somewhere
deep within we also believe that we deserve all the problems we have. This is the self talk that our InnerTalk technology addresses, the inner
talk talk that is born from our upbringing, our histories, our successes and failures, the beliefs of our friends and family and very often from
our own misconceptions about why we are treated in certain ways, or why certain things happen to us. For some of us, this inner talk really can
be an expression of our worst opinion about ourselves and the world around us. For most of us, it is not quite that bad, but surely anything that
gets in the way of us expressing our greatest potential should be dealt with.
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Frequently Asked Questions
What is the advantage to InnerTalk over other self-help programs?
faqs

Most motivational and self-help programs fall short because they
attempt to appeal to the conscious in order to change behavior. It’s
often wasted energy. The conscious wants to change, but it’s the
subconscious that is controlling and overwhelming any effort to
change. Every time someone tells us we are good, our subconscious
sends a thought to the conscious: “Really! Good at what?” In order
to conquer the harmful effects of the subconscious mind we must
attempt to change it on the very same level. Only then can you
successfully disarm the negative and reverse the damage that has
already been done. The positive InnerTalk messages overtake the
negative information contained in the subconscious. They literally
rescript our own “inner talk,” thereby creating positive self-beliefs which
begin the cycle of self-fulfillment. When this happens the subliminal beliefs
that formerly were self-limiting begin to change. As they change, so do we!

What’s the Difference Between InnerTalk programs and So-called “Subliminal” programs?

of the subconscious mind we must attempt to change it on the very same
level. Only then can you successfully disarm the negative and reverse the
damage that has already been done. The positive InnerTalk messages
literally rescript our own inner talk, thereby creating positive self-beliefs
which begin the cycle of self-fulfillment.

How often should I play the recordings and when will I see results?
We recommend listening a minimum of once a day for 30 days. Results
can often be noticed in as little as a few days to a few weeks. Listen as
much as you can day and night and watch for the change in your self-talk!

How many InnerTalk programs can I
use each day?
Theoretically, you could play 24 InnerTalk programs in one day (1
program = 1 hour). However, if there is something you really want to
focus on, let’s say Self-Esteem, you should play that program as much as
you can throughout the day and/or night. Also, use programs that have
collateral value to each other such as Esteem with Confidence or say
something like Weight Loss with Freedom from Junk Food and Exercise
and so forth. This is a great way to expedite your goal.

By definition, a subliminal program is recorded at a subthreshold
level of awareness. Our messages are recorded at a perceptible level of
awareness and disguised in what is best described as an audio illusion.
(You will hear words from time to time.) By “blending” the affirmations
in with the music or nature sounds in this way, we are able to bypass
normal conscious awareness, yet still ensure that the affirmations strongly
register in the mind.

What is the best way to work with
each of your technologies?

Why is Bypassing Conscious Effort
Necessary?

As we don’t live in a sterile environment, most people will re-visit
a program from time to time – it’s just depends on the topic and the
individual.

Conscious thought can interfere with and even prevent proper mind
training. InnerTalk programs bypass the usual resistance in the mind
and go right to work at the subconscious level, producing change “from
the inside out.”

What Role Does the Subconscious
Mind Play?
The human subconscious is indiscriminate with the information it
accepts over a lifetime. All the statements we have ever accepted are
present in our subconscious minds, and for most of us that is negative
programming. To change current behavior, you first have to change the
information stored in the subconscious.

Do Other Methods Work Just As Well?
Most motivational and self-help programs fall short because they
attempt to appeal to the conscious in order to change behavior. It’s often
wasted energy. The conscious wants to change, but it’s the subconscious
that is controlling and overwhelming any effort to change. Every time
someone tells us we are good, our subconscious sends a thought to the
conscious: “Really! Good at what?” In order to conquer the harmful effects
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The best way is to play the InnerTalk recordings in the background as
much as you can day and night. The headphone programs can be worked
with at any time, just no more than twice a day.

Are the results permanent?

I have used other subliminal programs
before and been unhappy with them.
Then I used yours. The results were so
fast. What is the difference?
The difference is that our technology actually works and is not due
to the placebo effect. Our InnerTalk technology is one of a kind - it has
been tested by independent universities and institutions, patented by the
U.S. Government, and been repeatedly demonstrated effective time and
time again.
For more frequently asked questions, please go to
www.innertalk.com or call 1-800-964-3551.

“The greatest discovery of my generation
is that human beings can alter their lives by
altering their attitudes of mind.”
~ William James

www.innertalk.com
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Pillowsonic - digital stereo pillow speakers

PS1

$29.95

“Thank you for your prompt follow-up on our order. I love the music and I have already seen changes
in my behavior. What a revolutionary tool for self-improvement! If the whole world could use your
products, what a wonderful world it would be!”
—V.R.

Caution / disclaimer

Do you and your partner wish to play different InnerTalk programs while you sleep
at night? Would you just like more privacy when you play your InnerTalk programs? Do
you find wearing headphones in bed just too uncomfortable. Simply place the Pillowsonic
under your pillow, connect the audio jack to your CD player (or even radio or TV) and
listen in private, in total comfort, without headphones.

Caution and Disclaimer
The products in this catalog are sold as educational properties only. No claims are made regarding any medical or psychological condition or
impairment. Neither the author nor the publisher of this catalog and its products dispense medical advice or prescribe the use of any technique as
a form of treatment for physical, emotional, or medical problems without the advice of a physician, either directly or indirectly. The programs are
NOT intended to replace proper health care. The use of these programs by those who have emotional or medical conditions requiring that they be
monitored by a physician, should not be undertaken without the professional’s consent. In the event you use any of the information in this catalog or
the products therein for yourself, which is your constitutional right, the author and the publisher assume no responsibility for your actions.

Contraindication Statement:
As with any powerful modality, there can be both relative and absolute contraindications to the use of our programs. For example, a relative
contraindication may be the use of a peaceful sleep program while driving. Absolute contraindications may exist for persons under the supervision
of a professional health care provider. If you have a serious health care issue, seek the advice of your health care professional before using one of
our programs.

Educational Purposes:
All of our programs are made available for educational and entertainment purposes only. They are absolutely not substitutes for health care!
Whereas many health care professionals use our programs as a take home care modality for support purposes, this is not to be confused with health
care per se’. If you have a serious physical or mental condition, see your health care provider before ordering any of our programs.

Buy 4 Get 1 Free
Every time you order 5 items, we will take the cheapest item in the set and make it free! Please write “Free” on the order form. This special does
not include electronics

Satisfaction:
All InnerTalk products are guaranteed to assist you in changing the way in which you speak to yourself. To benefit fully, use the products at least
one hour per day for 30 days. If you are a first-time customer, we recommend that you follow closely the usage guidance on your product. If you feel
our products do not work for you, please call Customer Service prior to returning the product, to receive return documentation. Please note: only
your first order is refundable (minus shipping charges). After your first order, items may be exchanged only within two weeks of the ship date.
We reserve the right to refuse refund should our return policy procedure not be followed. Note: return documentation is valid for 30 days. (Electronic
items, books and items not solely produced or published by InnerTalk/Progressive Awareness Research, Inc. are non-refundable. This includes, but
is not limited to, book and CD sets, audio books, lecture programs and language learning programs.)

Replacement Policy
If a CD or DVD simply breaks or wears out, return it to us and we will replace it for just $7.00 (CD), or $10 (DVD) plus shipping and handling.

Free Items
We offer certain programs free of charge. These are very specific titles and are marked in this catalog with an asterisks (*). This is our way of
‘giving back’ for all the blessings we have. Please only request these programs if you truly need them. Our ability to continue offering these programs
to those in need is dependent on your cooperation in this. Please note that it is only the single versions (not the 2 CD sets) that are offered free and
that it is one free CD per customer. If ordering via mail, just write free on the order form.

1-800-964-3551
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Remember: Buy 4, Get the 5th Free!

(Photocopy blank form for repeated use)
To place your order by fax or mail, simply fill out this handy Order Form and fax it to us 24 hours a day at (509) 299 6214
or mail completed form, along with your check or money order for the correct total, to:
Progressive Awareness Research, P.O. Box 1139, Medical Lake, WA 99022
ORDER TODAY: Call 1-800-964-3551(509-299-3377 for international orders)
or place your order on our web site at www.innertalk.com

BILL TO:

SHIP TO:

(Please print)

(For credit card orders, name and address must match the card exactly.)

(If information is the same as “Bill To:” just write “Same.”)

Name

Name

Address

Address

City

State

ZIP

(Please print)

City

State

Telephone Number:

Telephone Number:

E-mail Address:

E-mail Address:

ZIP

Yes, please subscribe me to Eldon’s free InTouch E-Newsletter

Check
Card #
Page # Item #

Money Order
(InnerTalk only)

Sound track

Master Card
Exp. Date

Qty.

GUARANTEE AND RETURN POLICY

Materials: All of our CDs and DVDs are guaranteed against material defects for one year.
Replacement: If a CD simply breaks or wears out, return it to us and we will replace
it for just $7.00 (CD), or $10 (DVD) plus shipping and handling.

American Express
Discover
CVV #
Signature

Title

Remember: Buy 4, Get the 5th Free!

REMEMBER: BUY 4 GET THE 5TH FREE!

Visa

Price Each

Total

(Please fill in the word “FREE” for
your 5th item on the order form.)

Subtotal
Shipping Charge (see below)
(Applies to Washington state residents
WA Sales Tax
only - please use your city’s tax rate)
Total Payment

Satisfaction: All InnerTalk products are guaranteed to assist you in changing the way
in which you speak to yourself. To benefit fully, use the products at least one hour
per day for 30 days. If you are a first-time customer, we recommend that you follow
closely the usage guidance on your product. If you feel our products do not work for you, please call Customer Service
prior to returning the product, to receive return documentation. Please note: only your first order is refundable
(minus shipping charges). After your first order, items may be exchanged only within two weeks of the ship date. We
reserve the right to refuse refund should our return policy procedure not be followed. Note: return documentation
is valid for 30 days. (Electronic items, books and items not solely produced or published by InnerTalk/Progressive
Awareness Research, Inc. are non-refundable. This includes, but is not limited to, book and CD sets, audio books,
lecture programs and language learning programs.)

Consumer Advice Notice: All our self-help products are sold as educational properties only. We do not claim or
imply any medical benefits. Nothing in our product range is a substitute for proper health care. Consult your doctor if
you have any questions regarding health care. Pricing and postage charges are subject to change. We retain the right
to refuse to do business with anyone, for any reason, at any time.
Note to Health-Care Professionals: We offer certain programs at no cost with a note from the attending health-care
professional. For example, our Cancer program will be issued free-of-charge as long as we are ensured that the patient
remains under professional care and is not using the product as a substitute for professional care.
Our Commitment: We are in the business of helping people help themselves. We believe you deserve the best in mind
training technology and we do our best to bring it to you.

*SHIPPING CHARGES
Product Subtotal
Shipping Charge

Up to $54.95.......................................................................$6.95
$54.96 to $84.95................................................................$8.95
$84.96 to $109.95..............................................................$10.95
$109.96 to $139.95............................................................$13.50
$139.96 to $199.95............................................................$16.50
$199.96 to $300.99............................................................$20.00
$301.00 and up...................................................................$30.00
Canada: reg. shipping charge + $15.00
Foreign: reg. shipping charge + $25.00
Delivery Time: Orders are normally shipped within 48 business hours.
IN A RUSH? 2-Day delivery add $12.00 to the regular shipping charge.
(Domestic orders only.)
*Shipping charges subject to change based on carrier rate changes.
Effective December 2013
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InnerTalk
PO Box 1139
Medical Lake, WA
99022

InnerTalk® . . . when believing in yourself matters! TM
Brought to you by Progressive Awareness Research, Inc.
1-800-964-3551 - www.innertalk.com
New - Revised, Updated, and Expanded!

Choices and Illusions
This fascinating book holds important keys. Learn all about: The power behind life beliefs; how your mind
operates; how others control your thoughts; why things just don’t work out for you; how you can create the life
you’ve always wanted; how you can realize your true potential; how you can find peace; and/or, on a grander
scale, how you can make the world a better place.
Open your eyes to new worlds of possibilities. Putting into practice Eldon’s teachings, will reveal opportunities which can enable you to achieve your highest potential and free you from limitations you may have come
to accept. Now with five new chapters, updated research, and a free InnerTalk CD!
B117R-H Choices and Illusions (Book + CD - Hardback)				

$24.95

All New Special Collections - An Amazing Value!
Resolution solutions

Spiritual Connectedness

Positive Relationships

Stop failing at your goals and resolutions.
Reprogram your subconscious so that you
have the inner power to achieve whatever
goal you lay in front of you.

Within the human potential rests the Divine.
You are a miracle, and a part of the Creator
exists within you. Find and enhance your
spiritual connection, today.

A successful life is directly tied to the quality of
your relationships. This holds true with friends
and family, school, work, and every other kind of
relationship you can think of.

Titles include—OZO: End Procrastination and SelfConfidence. Echo-Tech: Ending Self-Destructive Patterns.
InnerTalk (in nature): End Procrastination, Impulse
Control, Enthusiastic and Motivated, Positive Mental
Attitude, Goal Power and Power of Intention.

Titles include—InnerTalk (in music): Metaphysical
Oneness; Opening up to a Higher Power; Love, Light and
Life; and Contact Meditation. InnerTalk (in nature):
Humble and Powerful; Expecting a Miracle; Centering;
and Power of the Spirit.

Titles include—Echo-Tech: Ending Codependent
Patterns. OZO: Personal Peace. InnerTalk (in nature):
Listening; Communication; Ending Codependent Patterns;
Positive Relationships; Releasing Fear of Rejection; Charisma; and Honesty.

A117CD
Resolution Solution
(9 programs on 8 CDs. A $251.55 value)

A119CD
Spiritual Connectedness
(9 programs on 8 CDs. A $251.55 value)

A140CD
Positive Relationships
(9 programs on 8 CDs. A $251.55 value)
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